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THANK YOU GIFT FOR ORDERS OF $150 OR MORE
To show our appreciation for your order, we offer a gift for orders of $150 or more. You will receive 
either a Ballograf Dala Horse pen created especially for Hemslöjd, a Swedish dishcloth, or a set 
of two plastic butter spreaders. Gifts may vary.

ONLINE GIFT CERTIFICATE
Can't decide? Send an online gift certificate! 
Include the recipient's email address and we will 
send notification of your gift with instructions on 
how to redeem.                             #GIFTCERT

Designer: Karna Peterson
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PERSONALIZED GIFT CARD
Add a personal touch! We will hand-write your 
message and include it in the package to be sent to 
you or wherever you specify.          #0020   $3.00

*Additional charges may apply for specific carrier requests. Orders sent to Alaska, Hawaii, APO/
FPO, or U.S. Territories will ship by U.S. Mail (Priority Mail or Parcel Post). Use the Standard Shipping 
Chart, but note that additional charges may be added, based on package weight and shipping 
method. We will contact you with charges. International orders will be shipped by mail with actual 
shipping and handling charges added. The recipient is responsible for any Customs charges or extra 
delivery fees. We collect sales tax on orders delivered to Kansas addresses. Sales tax will be added 
to the order total (including shipping). Outside of Kansas, taxes are the customer’s responsibility. 

SHIPPING & HANDLING 
(U.S.A. except AK, HI, APO/FPO)*

FOR EACH SHIPPING ADDRESS ADD:
$49.99 and less--------------$9.95
$50.00 to $199.99-----------$10.95
$200.00 and more------------  Free

FREE SHIPPING DOES NOT APPLY TO CUSTOM-ETCHED GLASSWARE

SHOP FROM THIS CATALOG THROUGH 
SEPTEMBER 2023 

PRICES AND AVAILABILITY 
SUBJECT TO CHANGE

THEFT INSURANCE AVAILABLE AT 
CHECKOUT FOR $1.50

IN MEMORIAM
Hemslöjd, Inc. Co-Founder

Ken Sjogren
2/5/35 - 3/21/22

Passionate about his 
Swedish roots, Lindsborg, 
Bethany College & family, 

Ken will be missed. Photographers: Ann Bruce & Tom Jaderborg

FRONT COVER ITEMS ARE FROM SWEDEN
Exception: The white Dala Horse sign (see page 9) and unless otherwise noted.
DALA HORSES 6¾" (17 CM)—SPECIALS
Turquoise, Sunny Orange & Purple shown. Other special colors online. Limited availability.  #2060-2 $82.00
REVERSIBLE WOOD BALL CANDLEHOLDER
One side holds taper candles and the other side tea lights! (Candles not included.) 14½" long. #22151 $79.95
TRABOCK CANDLEHOLDER
Fits a taper candle (not included). 9¼" tall. Specify: White, Red, or Black. #22152 $66.95
TREE SKIRT (OR TABLE CLOTH) WITH JULBOCK
100% wool. Dry clean only. 37" diameter. (No hole in center; tree sits on skirt.) Specify: Black or Natural. #3889 $59.95
JULBOCK
A julbock is the Scandinavian/Swedish straw Christmas goat. It often guards the tree 
and presents. Made with bundled straw and red ribbon.

WOOL SLIPPERS
Made in Norway from soft wool. Lined. Rubber, non-slip bottom. Men's (black) fit size 10-11½ .
Women's (gray) fit size 7½-9. #30799 $24.95
NORDIC SUMMER PURSE: BIRCH
Made in the U.S., this lovely purse is made from repurposed Swedish table linens. 5" x 9" with 
45" Swedish braid strap. 100% cotton, fully lined. Decorative pewter button. Back side is 
gray/white stripe (see photo of back side online). #32518 $55.95

  6" #2944 $12.95
12" #2940 $54.95
17" #2941 $84.95

ORDER ANYTIME ONLINE AT
www.hemslojd.com

CATALOG PHONE ORDERS:
1-800-779-3344 or 1-785-227-2983
Monday-Friday:  9am – 5pm Central Time
NOV. 5 TO DEC. 20, 2022 HOURS
Monday-Friday:  9am – 6pm Central Time
Saturday:  9am – 3pm Central Time
SEND MAIL ORDERS TO:
Hemslöjd, Inc. 
201 N Main St 
Lindsborg, KS 67456

1 2022-2023Order Online: Hemslojd.com Order by Phone: 1-800-779-3344



Calendars / Kalendrar

"SWEDISH FLOWERS" CLOTH CALENDAR 
Celebrate 2023 with an imported cloth calendar featuring the official flowers of every Swedish province. Days are arranged European-style, 
beginning with Monday, and the weeks are numbered. Wooden strips at top and bottom. 100% cotton. Made in Sweden. 35" x 12½".
      #3589 $21.95

NARROW CLOTH 2023 CALENDARS
The calendar days are arranged in the American style (Sunday-Saturday). 24½" tall x 8¼" wide with decorative wire hanger. Printed by dye sublimation 
on polyester fabric. Made in the USA.   DALA HORSE CLOTH CALENDAR ROSEMALING CLOTH CALENDAR
      #3599 $19.95   #3598-1 $19.95

CARL LARSSON 2023 CALENDAR
Twelve charming works from the 
very special world of Swedish artist 
Carl Larsson illustrate this wonderful 
calendar. Larsson found his subjects in 
life around him: his family, home, and 
farm. For well over a century, his art has 
been an inspiration for design and decor. 
There is ample room on this calendar 
for keeping track of important dates 
and appointments. Dates are arranged 
in American style (Sunday-Saturday). 
At the end of the year, you’ll have a 
dozen lovely prints suitable for framing. 
Calendar opens to 26" x 12".  
  #6411     $14.99

SCANDINAVIAN "SPLENDOR" 2023 CALENDARS
With these popular award-winning calendars of Sweden and Norway you can organize the year in style. In addition to all the useful features of 
a calendar—easy-to-read dates, room for notes—these calendars give you great photos of the people and countryside, details of Scandinavian 
handiwork, American and Swedish (or Norwegian) holidays, and the traditional Name Days. Each 13-month calendar also includes January 2024, 
handy for end-of-the-year planning. Days of the week are in American order, Sunday-Saturday. 19½" x 13" when opened.
      SPLENDOR OF NORWAY  SPLENDOR OF SWEDEN
      #6426 $14.99   #6425 $14.99

SWEDISH PROVINCES 2023 CALENDAR "SVERIGEALMANACKAN"  
Each month of this popular calendar presents a colorful scene of the Swedish provincial countryside, village, home, or farm life as illustrated by 
Swedish artist Erkers Marie Persson. Typical folk costumes and interesting information about the province and the scene depicted are included, as 
well. Swedish name days listed. Text in Swedish, English, and German. Days of the week arranged European-style, Monday-Sunday. From Sweden. 
16½" x 11¾".     #6440 $23.95

MEDIUM-SIZED SWEDISH PROVINCES 2023 CALENDAR
Exactly like the larger version except in size. 11¾" x 8¼". #6442 $19.95

DESKTOP SWEDISH PROVINCES 2023 CALENDAR
This little desktop calendar stands up tent-style. The calendar page shows both front and back, so both you and the person sitting across the desk 
from you can see it. Printed in Sweden. 6" x 4⅛".  #6441 $17.95

Free Shipping On Orders Over $200 
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St. Lucia / Sankta Lucia

A. LUCIA HAT
Celebrate Lucia or keep your head warm with this soft 100% virgin acrylic 
hat. Designed specially for Hemslöjd. Machine or hand wash cold. Tumble 
dry cool. Made in Peru.            #3067   $54.95

STAR BOY HAT WITH 
WAND
From Sweden, the hat is 
made of fabric over heavy 
paper. The wand is made 
of fabric over a stick. Hat 
is 171⁄2" tall x 103⁄4" wide. 
Wand is 171⁄2" long. 
               #3399 $36.95

B. MY FIRST LUCIA CROWN
This plush Lucia crown is soft and safe for the smallest Lucia. 
65% polyester, 35% cotton. Hand wash cool. Fits heads about 19" to 23". 
4¼" tall. 5 candles.            #3401   $24.95

G. LED ATTENDANT CANDLE
A safe way for your Lucia's attendant to participate. AA battery 
operated (not included). Plastic. 61⁄2" tall.  RED #2539 $6.95
 GOLD #2536 $6.95

See More Lucia Items Online

GIRLS' LUCIA DRESS
Our Lucia dresses are handmade. Dresses have a lace-trimmed neckline 
with hook-and-eye closure in the back. Red sash included. 65% polyester, 
35% cotton. Machine wash and dry. Specify size: XS (4/5), S (6/7), M 
(8/10), or L (12/14). Tray can be found on pg. 16.     #3090      $100.00

C. LUCIA CROWN WITH SAFE CANDLES, GREEN
This safe crown made of flexible green plastic can be decorated with extra 
holiday greenery. Adjustable 19.5" to 22.5". Five 4" candles each use a 
AA battery (not included). From Sweden.            #2530    $22.95

   E. F.

   G.

LUCIA AND ATTENDANTS FIGURINES
A delightful collection for your Christmas table—Lucia and her attendants! 
Order one, two, or the entire set. Made of wood, felt, ribbon, and other 
decorative touches. Approximately 4" to 6½" tall. Handmade in Sweden. 
LUCIA #2452 $41.95 ATTENDANT #2453 $34.95
STAR BOY #2454 $27.95 ALL THREE #2452-1 $93.95

"LUCIA MORNING IN SWEDEN"
Peek inside the busy Svensson house in Sweden, where Sofie, Louise, and 
Carl are getting ready for Lucia Day, December 13. This book includes 
traditional recipes for Lucia buns and gingersnaps, words and music to 
the Sankta Lucia song, patterns for a Lucia gown, plus the legend of Saint 
Lucia. Paperback. 36 pages.               #8161    $8.99

F. BUTTICKI MINI LUCIA ORNAMENT
Wooden body, yarn hair, and knit dress with sash. 2" tall. From Sweden. 
White string for hanging.                 #28092   $16.95   

D. LUCIA ORNAMENT
Hand-painted wooden ornament from Sweden. 
About 3" tall, 3⁄8" thick.       #2844   $4.95
E. LUCIA PROCESSION ORNAMENT
Ribbon for hanging. 2¾" tall. From Sweden. Specify: Blue or Red.          
                    #2858    $12.95

LUCIA MUG
A happy Lucia along with her attendants. 10 oz. ceramic. (Shown with  
fresh Lucia buns with raisin centers on a napkin.)                   #5598    $12.95
LUCIA PAPER CUTOUT
This vintage-style St. Lucia and Tomtenisse cutout is decorated front and 
back. Made in Sweden of heavy paper to last for years. 6½" x 27½".  
                      #6731   $11.95
LUCIA LUNCH NAPKIN (not shown—see photo online)
20 3-ply napkins per package.               #6572     $7.95

LUCIA BARREL CANDLEHOLDER
Hand-painted wood. 2½" x 2¼". Holds taper candle (not included). From 
Sweden. Specify: Red or Blue.                   #2219    $21.95

B. C.

D.

LUCIA CROWN—GOLD, LED LIGHTS 
4" candles. Adjustable. Takes four AA batteries (not included). From 
Sweden. Makes a pretty centerpiece, too!         #2538            $30.95

A.

Order Online: Hemslojd.com Order by Phone: 1-800-779-33443 2022-2023



STRAW ORNAMENTS—30 PIECE
Thirty ornaments ready to decorate 
your tree! Imported from Sweden. 
Each is about 2" tall. Comes with 
handy storage box.                     
                    #2952   $17.95

RED WOODEN SWEDISH ORNAMENT SET (12 PC)
Perfect for Hemslöjd's Scandinavian Ornament Tree (item #1190), sold 
separately, these decorations also are great on a traditional Christmas tree 
or as gift tie-ons. The wooden ornaments are painted shiny red and have 
attached hanging ribbons. Assortment may vary from the picture, depending 
on availability from Sweden. Individual ornaments are 1½" to 3" tall.
#2812 ORNAMENT SET $44.95
#1190 ORNAMENT TREE (some assembly required) $45.00

RED WOODEN SWEDISH ORNAMENTS SOLD SEPARATELY     $3.95 EA.

   

VIKING SHIP AND VIKING MAN 
ORNAMENT
Hand-painted wooden ornament 
with natural string hangers. Ship 
ornament measures 2¾" tall x 2¼" 
wide. Man is  2½" tall x 1½" wide. 
Both are made in Sweden.
 #2810 VIKING SHIP $6.95
 #2811 VIKING MAN $6.95

RED WOOD HEARTS, BOX OF 24 
ORNAMENTS
Red wood hearts. 24 in a box. Each 
heart is about 1" tall plus string to 
hang. Decorate for the holidays or 
use as package tie-ons anytime!
                  #28182      $22.95

SVEN AND SVEA ON DALA HORSE 
ORNAMENTS   
From Sweden, this ornament is about 
3" tall and has a red or yellow ribbon. 
Painted on both sides.
 #2850 SVEA $10.95
 #2853 SVEN $10.95

RED HEART  GOD JUL ORNAMENT
Hand-painted and imported from 
Sweden, this wooden ornament 
is approximately 3" tall x 2" wide. 
"God Jul" means "Merry Christmas" 
in Swedish. #2859    $12.95

RED OR BLUE DALA HORSE 
ORNAMENTS
These wooden horses are ⅛” thick, 
2⅞” tall x 2½” wide. Hand-painted 
and made in Sweden.            

#2805 RED $15.95
 #2806 BLUE $15.95

#2812-1      RED HEART       
#2812-8      APPLE   
#2812-10    LARGE TOMTE
#2812-14    SMALL TOMTE
#2812 -3     LARGE DALA HORSE
#2812-6      SMALL DALA HORSE

#2842       TOMTE GIRL
#2843        TOMTE BOY
#2812-15     STAR
#2812-9       TREE
#2812-16     MOOSE
#2812-4       JULBOCK

DALA UNICORN ORNAMENT
A rare cross between a Dala Horse 
and a unicorn! 3" tall x 2½" wide. 
Made in Sweden.

           #28060   $7.95

MINI DALA HORSE
SET OF 2 ORNAMENTS
A set of two wooden Dala 
Horses, one white and one red, 
each with varying designs. 
2" x 2" x ½". Imported from 
Denmark.   #2809-1   $16.95

TOMTE KIDS IN SWEATERS, 
SET OF  4  ORNAMENTS
Trees and angels decorate 
the sweaters of these tomte 
ornaments. Set of 4. Knitted 
sweaters, hat, and pants. 
Wooden head, hands, and 
angel/tree. Each kid is about 
4½" tall.               #28876    
$16.95

TOMTE GIRLS WITH HATS, 
SET OF 4 ORNAMENTS
Ready for your Christmas 
tree, these four tomte girls 
are adorable. Each tomte is 
approximately 3" to top of 
hat and 2½" across. Made of 
wood, felt, and knitted fabric. 
Boxed together. #28871    $12.95

 Ornaments / Hängdekorationerswww.hemslojd.com
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2023 LJUNGSTRÖMS TOMTES
Deep in the forests of Småland, Ljungströms have been making 
tomtes since the 1950s. These large tomtes have characteristic happy 
faces, tall statures, long knitted sweaters and hats. Each about 8" tall.
TOMTEMOR WITH STRAW DECORATIONS #22746 $50.95
TOMTE WITH CHILD ON SLED #22745 $75.95
TOMTE WITH RED HEART #22747 $45.95

TOMTE COUPLE—EXPANDABLE 
LEGS
This adorable pair stands a big 
34" tall when expanded and 26" 
tall when not. Sturdy boots allow 
them to stand alone. They will 
stay warm throughout the winter 
with their cozy felt hats, boots, 
and sweaters.  #24808    $42.95

Tomtar

FINNISH TONTTUS
We love these new Finnish tonttus! About 3" tall. Hand-made in Finland 
by Sirkka since 1975. Wood, felt, and knit hats.
BOY WITH TRAIN (Train & string is 6½" long.) #22737 $28.95
GUITAR BOY #22736 $28.95
GIRL ON SLED (Sled is 3½" long.)  #22734 $28.95
GIRL WITH ROLLING PIN  #8380 $28.95
HOCKEY BOY #22738 $28.95

KIDS AT PLAY
Adorable boys in gray sweaters, girls in red. All from Sweden.
GIRL ON SNOWBOARD 4½" x 4½".       #22814     $24.95
BOY ON SNOWBOARD   4½" x 4½".       #22815     $24.95
BOY ON SLED  3½" x 2½".          #22813     $24.95
GIRL ON SLED  3½" x 2½".                       #22812     $24.95

MORE TOMTAR ONLINE AT
WWW.HEMSLOJD.COM!

Free Gift On Orders Over $150 

2022 MINI TOMTES
This mini set of 3 tomtes from Sweden, standing about 4" tall to top of 
hats, are made of wood, faux fur, faux wool, and knit clothing. 
TOMTE BOY WITH WHITE DALA HORSE        #22799     $27.95 
TOMTE WITH FRENCH HORN          #22794     $27.95
TOMTE GIRL WITH WHITE DALA HORSE        #22798     $27.95

W A I T I N G  O N 
PRODUCT...... 22 mini 
tomte set.(below)
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Tomtar

GNOME STOCKINGS
RED & WHITE (SET OF 2)
9" x 15½" polyester.
                       #2569   $21.95

STINA & HAKAN KISSING
Invite this tomte couple into your 
home. Design by Ruth Vetter. 
Resin. 3" tall x 2" wide.
       #5863      $15.95

Free Shipping On Orders Over $200 

SMALL TOMTES
Made by Skandinavisk Hemslöjd in Sweden, the members of this family 
are about 4½" tall. Tomtefar and Tomtemor are sitting and the other two 
are standing. Made with felt, knit, wood, faux fur, and yarn.
TOMTEMOR WITH BASKET #22791-1 $28.95
TOMTEFAR SITTING WITH ACCORDIAN #22793 $31.95 
TOMTEMOR KNITTING  #22791-4 $28.95
TOMTEMOR WITH BABY #22742 $29.95

GNOME STOCKINGS
GRAY & WHITE (SET OF 2)
9" x 15½" polyester.
           #2568   $21.95

TOMTE ON A STICK
Made in Sweden, this cute little guy 
stands a full 10¼" tall. Some assembly 
required.

#24191     $21.95

ALMOND CAKE TRAYS         
Not just for almond cake, these handy trays are perfect for sandwiches or 
cookies! Durable melamine. 15" x 6½". 
THREE TOMTES   #57812    $19.95  (top)      TOMTE   #57811   $19.95  (bottom)

2023 BUTTICKI FAMILY
Butticki is a company in Sweden founded by two sisters, "Butti" and 
"Kicki," who combined their names to create a company name. Lots 
of detail with felt, braid, cloth, burlap, ribbon, and wood.
TOMTE WITH GREEN PANTS  About 5¾" tall.    #22796   $46.95
TOMTE KID IN SACK  About 4" tall.      #22797   $28.95
TOMTE BOY NAPPING ON SACK  About 4¾" long. #24405   $28.95
TOMTEMOR WITH GREEN SKIRT  About 5¾" tall.  #22795   $46.95

TOMTEMOR WITH SUITCASE
Retired and ready to travel, this 
Ljunströms of Sweden tomte is about 
8" to top of hat. Suitcase is 2¾" 
long.               #22723     $46.95

  FREE SHIPPING
ON ORDERS OF $200 

OR MORE
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C.  VÅRSÅNG RUNNER
Vårsång means "spring song." We think you'll love this new runner as much as we do. RUNNER 14" x 48" #38102  $57.95

B.B.B.B.B.B.B.B.B.B.B.B.B.B.BB.B.BB.BBBBBBBBB

Swedish Textiles / Svenska Textiler

MULTI- DALA HORSES "LEKSANDS" PATTERN
POTHOLDER  9" x 9". Machine wash cold, line dry. 100% cotton. #36357   $16.95
TOWEL 18" x 28".  Machine wash cold, line dry. 100% clotton. #36353   $21.95 
DISHCLOTH  6¾" x 8". Swedish dishcloths last for months and 
are compostable.        #35203     $8.95
OVEN MITT (not pictured) 12" long. 100% cotton.  #36352   $17.95
WOODEN KITCHEN UTENSIL SET 11"-12" tall. 4 pieces tied 
with Swedish ribbon.     #26452   $25.96

A.  SOLRUS RUNNER AND TOWEL  
This gorgeous new Ekelund Runner floral design can be displayed for several seasons! RUNNER 14" x 47" #38101  $57.95
 TOWEL 16" x 24" #35380  $23.95

LILY TOWEL 
The Lily pattern by Bengt and Lotta from 
Sweden is one of our new favorites. The  
towel is 18" x 27". 100% cotton. Machine 
wash / tumble dry warm.    

#35601 $24.95
LILY LUNCH NAPKIN  is 6¼" x 6¼".
3-ply. 20 napkins per package. 

#65024 $7.95
LOVEBIRDS NAPKIN HOLDER 
Designed and made in Sweden by 
Bengt and Lotta. 5¼" x 6¼". Metal. 
Larger photo on pg 20. #4304 $69.95
FELT WILLOW BRANCH 
17" x 1". #77894 $10.95  
SMALL FELT FLOWER 
12" x ¾". Specify: Blue or Yellow.
  #77893 $4.95 

  
A.  C.

B.  DALATULPAN RUNNER AND TOWEL
One of our best-sellers, Dalatulpan translates to "dala and tulips." RUNNER 14" x 47" #38092 $57.95

TOWEL 14" x 20" #35375 $23.95  

EKELUND WEAVERS is a family-owned company in Sweden operating since 1692. Their products withstand the test of time and can be collected 
and cherished by generations. 100% Organic cotton and machine washable, hang to dry. See more Ekelund items online at Hemslöjd.com.

SKÄRGÅRD RUNNER 
This Ekelund runner is named after the 
Stockholm Archipelago ("skärgård"), 
which is the largest archipelago (group 
of islands) in Sweden. Made in Sweden.    
14" x 47". 100% cotton. Machine wash, 
line dry.                   #38098    $54.95

TRADITIONS & FACTS ABOUT SWEDEN TOWEL 
Favorite towel of many! Learn Swedish traditions and facts while 
tidying up the kitchen or drying your hands. 18" x 28". 100% cotton. 
Machine wash / tumble dry warm. Made in Sweden. #35400   $28.95

B.

Order Online: Hemslojd.com Order by Phone: 1-800-779-33447 2022-2023



DALA HORSES FROM SWEDEN 
These Dala horses are made at the Grannas A. Olsson Hemslöjd and Nils 
Olsson Hemslöjd in Nusnäs, Dalarna, Sweden. Specify: Traditional Red, 
Blue, White, or Black. (Available, not shown: Natural, Baby Blue, or Baby 
Pink.) Check online for availability of special colors.

The hand-carved and hand-painted Dala Horse has become a symbol of authentic Swedish handicraft and one of Sweden's most popular souvenirs.
Horses are measured from top of ears down. Looking for larger sizes or unique colors? We have wooden Dala horses as tall as 19½" and limited 
special colors on our website. All prices subject to change due to high inflation and currency exchange rates.

ANTIQUE INSPIRED DALA HORSES
Fashioned after the Dala horses created between 1880 and 1920, these 
horses are painted in the old traditional way with dry pigments. 6¾" tall. 
Made at the Grannas A. Olsson Hemslöjd in Nusnäs, Dalarna, Sweden. 
Specify: Blue or Green. Because of finish, cannot be personalized.
          #2061    $122.00

SWEDEN SERIES DALA HORSES
Celebrating the colors of Sweden, these hand-carved, hand-painted Dala 
horses are from the Grannas A. Olsson Hemslöjd in Sweden. 
Specify: White or Yellow.
23⁄4" #2020-3 $32.00 5" #2040-3 $48.00
4" #2030-3 $42.00 6" #2050-3 $63.00

DALA HORSE ORNAMENTS
We turn authentic hand-carved and hand-painted Dala Horses from 
Nusnäs, Dalarna, Sweden, into very special Christmas tree ornaments 
by adding a hanging cord. 2¾" tall horses. Specify: Traditional Red, Blue, 
White, Black, Baby Blue, Baby Pink, or Natural.      #2017           $39.00

12" #2090 $415.00 5" #2040 $49.00
10" #2080 $245.00 4" #2030 $42.00
8" #2070 $117.00 2¾" #2020 $36.00
6¾" #2060 $74.00 2" #2010 $26.00
6" #2050 $63.00 1¼" #2005 $24.00

SWEDEN SERIES ORNAMENTS
Add these hand-carved and hand-painted Dala horses from Nusnäs, 
Dalarna, Sweden, to your Christmas tree to show your love for Sweden. 
23⁄4" tall. Specify: Yellow or White.   #2017-3        $39.00

SWEDISH DALA PIG 
These handcarved and decorated 
wooden pigs are made at the 
Nils Olsson Hemslöjd in Nusnäs, 
Sweden. 5½" nose-to-tail, and 4" 
to the top of the ears. Specify: Red 
or Blue.            #2112      $98.00
SWEDISH DALA ROOSTER
Also from Nils Olsson Hemslöjd, 
these roosters are available in 
different sizes. See online for more 
sizes and colors. Specify Black, Blue
or Red. 6¾".        #2002   $103.00

Many more sizes 
and colors 

available online at 
www.hemslojd.com

 PERSONALIZATION FOR DALA HORSE ORNAMENTS
 Choose a name, date, or phrase. Up to 12 characters.  #9990   $5.00

Dala Horses, Pigs & Roosters / Dala Häst, Grisar & Tuppar
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Hemslöjd Originals 

THIN DALA HORSE SIGNS 
14" tall, ½" thick #1013 $80.00 
11" tall, ½" thick #1014 $75.00
6" tall, ½" thick #1005 $45.00
Specify: Red, Blue, or Purple. 

DESK DALA
A Dala Horse to sit on your desk 
or shelf! Personalize one or both 
sides with up to 15 characters. 
About 8" tall to top of ear, base 
is about 5¾" wide. Specify: Red, 
Blue, Purple, Baby Blue, or Baby 
Pink.              #1006      $60.00

We start with planks of basswood, 
then cut and shape the Dala Horses, 
adding extra detailing around 
the neck and head. (Thin horses 
are made of an exterior grade 
plywood.) Weather hardy and 
designed to be displayed outside. 

Interested in a larger Dala 
Horse sign? This one is 24" tall and 
about 2" thick. Specify: Red or Blue.
SOLID WOOD 24" DALA HORSE 
SIGN #1010 $325.00
DISPLAY BRACKET FOR 24" 
SIGN  #1096 $59.00

DALA HORSE ON BASE
Display your Dala Horse in the 
house, office, or anywhere you 
want to show your Swedish pride. 
Specify: Red, Blue, or Purple. 11" 
tall, 2" thick.        #1015      $95.00

FJORD HORSE SIGN
A Norwegian take on our popular Dala 
Horse sign featuring rosemalling-
inspired artwork. Blue only.
121⁄2" tall, about 2" thick.

#1018 $100.00
121⁄2" tall, about 1⁄2" thick.

#1025 $85.00

DISPLAY BRACKET
Made by our local blacksmith, this 
optional iron bracket is the perfect 
way to display your Dala Horse sign 
from a wall or post. 17" wide. Black 
baked-on powder-coat finish. For all 
signs except 24" Dala Horse. 
          #1095          $32.95

Hand-Crafted & Hand-Painted
HEMSLÖJD’S DALA HORSE SIGN
Since 1984, we have produced personalized Dala Horse signs for homes around the world. Handmade in our workshop in Lindsborg, each wooden 
sign is decorated and lettered on both sides by our in-house folk artists. All are weather-hardy and made to be displayed outdoors. When ordering, 
please specify the inscriptions you want lettered on your Dala Horse sign. Most popular: family name, "Välkommen" or "Kom igen" ("welcome" or 
"come again" in Swedish). We also can paint your house number or "welcome" in many other languages. Please see instructions on the order form. 
Display chains, eye screws, and easy display instructions are included with each horse (except 6" thin sign). Handpainted. Design may vary slightly.   

DALA MOOSE SIGN - 10"
Know someone who loves moose? This fun sign is perfect. Please 
specify inscription for both sides, if desired. Comes with chain kit 
and instructions.          #1026               $100.00

SOLID WOOD DALA HORSE SIGNS
14" tall, about 2" thick #1011 $90.00 
11" tall, about 2" thick #1012 $85.00
Specify: Red, Blue, Purple, Black, or White.

HAND-CRAFTED AND 
PAINTED IN OUR 
SHOP IN LITTLE 
SWEDEN, USA!

Order Online: Hemslojd.com Order by Phone: 1-800-779-33449 2022-2023



Hemslöjd Originals

HEMSLÖJD CHRISTMAS
ORNAMENTS
Made in our workshop and 
painted by our artists. Free 
personalization on left side 
limited to 10 characters. 3¼" 
tall x 2⅞" wide. Wood with gold 
cord to hang. For #1041 specify: 
White, Gold, Green, or Red.
VARIETY PACK 
             #1042  $50.00
INDIVIDUAL 
                               #1041  $14.00

SCANDINAVIAN DOOR HARPS
Our woodworkers skillfully create each hollow-bodied harp from basswood 
and Baltic birch, adding four tunable wire-strings and wooden striker-balls 
for good resonance and a pleasant sound. To really make the harps special, 
they are hand-decorated by our folk artists. Personalized with your name 
or a greeting at no extra charge. Keyhole hanging slot on back. 9" tall, 
7" wide, and 1" thick. Specify: Blue Dala Horse or Dala Horse. Other door 
harp designs available online.                #1080          $95.00

Made In Little Sweden, Kansas
The items on these two pages are original pieces of art (not mass-produced). Each item is hand-painted by our artists; therefore no two will be 
exactly the same. The artist will use the same basic color palette and Swedish folk-art style that you see in these pictures, but color shades in the 
flowers and borders may vary. Visible brush strokes and other evidence of a handmade decorative item add to the charm and timelessness.

HEMSLÖJD PASTEL DALA HORSE 
ORNAMENTS
These wooden ornaments are perfect 
for an Easter tree or Midsummer decor. 
The Variety Pack includes one of each 
color. Designed and painted by our 
Hemslöjd artists. Free personalization 
on left side limited to 10 characters. 
3¼" by 2⅞". 
For #1037 Specify: Purple, Green, 
Pink, or Blue.
VARIETY PACK #1038   $50.00
INDIVIDUAL #1037   $14.00

HOLLY DALAS
Celebrate the Christmas season with this Holly-adorned Dala. An original 
design by our artist, Shirley Malm. Decorated with holly, ribbons, pine 
cones, and stars to bring the Christmas spirit into your home. Most popular 
inscription is the Swedish Christmas greeting "God Jul." Design may vary.
  11"  HOLLY SIGN ON BASE    #1019      $130.00 
  14"  HOLLY SIGN     #1016      $130.00 

HEMSLÖJD COLLECTOR'S 
ORNAMENT
Made in our workshop and 
painted by our artists, our third 
annual collector's ornament. 
Free personalization on  left side 
limited to 10 characters. Right 
side has 2022 as shown. 3¼" 
tall x 2⅞" wide. Wood with cord 
to hang.

Only available between October 
1, 2022 and January 13, 2023 
(King Knut's Day).

#1041-2022   $18.00

DALA HORSE WINE BOTTLE HOLDER
From our workshop, two Dala Horses to hold your bottle of wine. About 
7" x 6½".  Specify Red, Blue, or White.    #1071           $90.00

DALA HORSE NAPKIN HOLDER
Hand-crafted and painted by our wood workers and artists. 
6" x 6" x 1¾". Specify: Red, Blue, Purple, or White.  #1009   $60.00
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DRIPLESS "KANALLJUS" CANDLES
These 100% stearin candles have clever 
interior channels (like little drain pipes) to 
catch melting wax. Standard-size taper 
base, 7⅞" tall. Box of nine candles. From 
Sweden.                    #7829      $35.95

F.

BALL CANDLES, 4 PACK
Long-burning 21⁄2" candles imported from Denmark. 
Package of 4 candles, all same color. Specify: Orange, 
Navy, Purple, Red, Cornflower, Green, Yellow, White, 
or Ivory.                #7820   $12.95

C. DALA HORSE PILLAR CANDLE
Show off your Dala Horse love with this unique candle. 3" by 6". About 75 burn hours. Made in Denmark. Stearin Wax.              #7856         $7.95 

B. DALA HORSE JAR CANDLE
Enjoy the scents of a summer meadow. 40 burn hours. Glass jar. 100% natural vegetable wax. Made in Sweden. 23⁄4" diameter. #7880       $19.95 

A. SPA JAR CANDLE
Bring the forest of Dalarna inside. 50 burn hours. Glass jar. 100% natural vegetable wax. 3" diameter. Made in Sweden.        #7881    $19.95 

LEIF CANDLE CUP
Replacement glass cup for Danish Iron Candleholders 
(above). 3½" tall x 4⅛" diameter.   #4097     $9.95

D. DALA HORSE METAL VOTIVE
This metal votive will add a modern Dala Horse touch to your home.  About 4" wide.                        #53641     $10.95   

SWEDISH DROP CANDLES
These candles are made in Sweden of pure stearin 
with a burn time of 12-13 hours. They fit standard 
taper candleholders. Specify: Blue, Yellow, Red, or
White (not pictured).  #7822     $9.95

E. ETCHED MODERN DALA GLASS VOTIVE
Our modern Dala Horse design etched by our own artists on a 4" square votive glass holder with an included 3" Macintosh 
Apple scented candle. When candle is gone, use as candy or coin dish.                #1604        $19.95
F. SNOWBALL CANDLE
This pretty, unique candle is made in Denmark. 25 burn hours. The diameter is 3", flat on bottom to stand, and 
made of 100% stearin.                                  #7863          $6.95

Candles / Ljus

J. TOMTE DROP CANDLE, SET OF TWO
Our festive Tomte Candles from Denmark also come in this drop candle style. Set of two. 7" tall. Fit any taper candleholder.            #78220      $25.95

H. ADVENT CANDLE
Perfect for your holiday table, this slow-burning Advent Candle is 12" tall.                             #7854          $7.95

K. TOMTE EGG CANDLES 
Made in Sweden, these adorable Tomte Candles are shaped like eggs and come in three sizes. Made of 100% stearin. Small is 2¾" tall, 8 burn hours. 
Medium is 4" tall, 25 burn hours. Large is 6⅞" tall, 50 burn hours.                  #7824   SMALL    $15.95        MEDIUM     $23.95        LARGE    $39.95
         

I. TOMTE FLAT BOTTOM CANDLES, SET OF FOUR
These cute Tomte Candles from Denmark stand on their own and come in a package of four, one for each week of advent!
100% stearin. 9¾" x 2".                     #7843         $31.95

G. ADVENT PILLAR CANDLE
Made in Denmark, this Advent Pillar Candle is a beautiful way to mark the days until Christmas. 10" tall x 2" diameter.           #78510     $17.95

Free Gift On Orders Over $150 

,
   

G. I.H. J.                        K.

B. C. D. E.A. B. B.

Order Online: Hemslojd.com Order by Phone: 1-800-779-334411 2022-2023



KOSTA BODA "SNOWBALL" CRYSTAL VOTIVE SET
Returning after several years, is the Scandinavian Crystal set admired around 
the world. Kosta Boda's most popular design is by Ann Wärff. Nicely boxed, 
with warmer candles included. Large is 3.5" x 4.1", medium is 2.8" x 3.1" and 
small is 2.4" x 2.6".                            #5390      $150.00

D. DANISH IRON TRIPOD TAPER CANDLEHOLDER
A classic gift or decor piece for any home. 7¼" tall x 4" 
at bottom, without candle. (Shown with yellow Swedish 
Drop Candle, item #7822 sold separately.)         
            #40254       $27.95 

C. DANISH IRON BOAT CANDLEHOLDER
Burn ball candles in a timeless way with this holder. 
Includes three glass vases. Candles not included. Made 
in Denmark. 161⁄4" long, 41⁄4" deep, and 5" to top of 
glass vases.       #40253       $55.95

CRYSTAL SANTA 
This special Crystal Santa will 
be cherished every Christmas 
for decades. It is a cast 
crystal sculpture with painted 
and sandblasted features.
The sculpture is handmade 
in Sweden and signed on the 
bottom. A Mats Jonasson design. 
Comes nicely boxed. 4½" x 3".      
     #53645      $150.00

HAND-BLOWN GLASS CHICKS
Crafted in Finland, these beautiful birds are mouth-blown, making each one 
unique. 3" x 2¼".                                  
BLUE CHICK          #53620       $49.95
RED CHICK           #53622       $49.95      
BLUE/WHITE CHICK    #53621       $49.95  

KOSTA BODA BLUE GLASS CONTRAST CANDLE 
A very special gift idea, this unique candle vessel can be used as a beautiful bowl after the candle 
burns down. Burn time is 90 hours. 3¼" x 6¼". Made in Sweden. Comes nicely boxed. 
                     #53643      $130.95

KOSTA BODA BRUK GLASS VOTIVE BOWLS 
This new colorful collection is versatile and fun. Light a votive candle, store your earrings, keep your 
plants artfully planted or discover your own uses! 2¼" x 2½". Comes nicely boxed. Specify: Pink, 
Smoke Gray, Red or Blue.                 #53644       $20.00

CANDLE RINGS
A.  HOLLY BERRIES CANDLE 
1" inside of ring. 4½" outside.                              
 #77833 $7.95

B.  PINE BELL ACCENT  
1½" inside of ring. 7½" outside.   

#77791 $7.95

C.  RUSTIC PINE & BERRY  
6½" inside of ring. 16" outside. 
Can also hang on wall as wreath.       

#77712 $38.95 

D.  PINE, BERRY & FRUIT 
4½" inside of ring. 16" outside. Can 
also hang on wall as wreath.
 #77711 $35.95

A.
B.

    

B. DANISH IRON SIDE-HANDLE CANDLEHOLDER
A special gift for yourself or someone else.  Includes one 
glass vase. Candles sold separately. Made in Denmark. 
5¾" x about 3".           #40252       $31.95       

A. INFINITY DANISH IRON CANDLEHOLDER 
Let this Infinity Candleholder add elegance to any decor. 
5½" tall, 8" long, 2¾" deep. Comes with glass vases. 
Candles sold separately.           #4025          $48.95

AA.A.AA.A.AAA.AAAAAA.AA.AAAAA.AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB.BB.BBB.B.BBB.B.B.B.B..BB D.C.

A.

D.C.

B.

A. B.

Crystal & Candlelight / Ljushållare & Roterande Ljusstakar
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Swedish Food / Svenska Matvaror

D. PEARL SUGAR
Decorative sugar in a distinctive shape for topping Scandinavian cookies, cakes, and breads. 10 oz. From Sweden.              #7934       $6.95

F. BUCKET OF LINGONBERRIES
Unopened, the bucket of lightly-sweetened lingonberry preserves from Sweden has a shelf life of about a year. Frozen, it will 
keep longer. After opening, store it in the freezer and take out only what you need. Serve with meat, poultry, pancakes or 
waffles, or as a dessert topping, such as for ice cream or ostkaka. 3.3 lbs.                  #7929     $37.95

O’BOY SWEDISH CHOCOLATE DRINK MIX
A long-time favorite that has been in Swedish pantries since 1960! 
Product of Sweden. Mix with hot or cold milk. 15.87 oz. Makes about 
25 glasses.                #7991        $8.95

DALA HORSE TEA TIN (NOT SHOWN—SEE ONLINE)
White tin decorated with a Dala Horse on each side. Packed with loose Earl Grey tea from Sri Lanka. 4" tall, and 
3" x 3". Tin is imported from Sweden. Net wt. 4.4 oz.                                  #79984   $16.95

A. PEPPARKAKA MIX
Making your own gingersnaps has never been easier! Simply add wet ingredients (egg, butter, and light syrup) according to 
the instructions. Made with imported sugar and spices from Sweden. Makes 110 cookies.               #79997    $10.95
B. KARDEMUMMA KAKA MIX
Just add wet ingredients (butter, milk, and eggs) to quickly make your perfect Cardamom Cake. 9" springform pan 
recommended. See Kladdkaka cake pan on page 16.                  #79998    $10.95

E. PORRIDGE RICE
Scandinavian-style rice for making pudding. Milled rice coated with glucose. 12 oz.                 #7915       $6.95

Free Gift On Orders Over $150

C. DRÖMMAR COOKIE MIX (VANILLA DREAM)
This handy mix in a zip-lock package makes 40 Vanilla Dream Cookies, in Sweden known as Drömmar cookies. You'll need soft 
butter & vegetable oil. Full directions on package.                            #79999      $10.95  

BEST MOMENTS TEA 
You asked for more tea, so we brought in our vendor's best seller. Swedes love Moomins, characters in a book and 
comic strip series. Box contains 20 tea bags. Five each of black tea with wild strawberry flavor, black tea with lemon 
flavor, black tea with blueberry flavor, and black tea with rhubarb and strawberry flavors.                    #79880     $9.95
NORDQVIST SPICY GLÖGY HERBAL TEA
This tea has natural glögg and mulled wine aroma. Caffeine-free herbal tea bags with real hibiscus, orange peel, rose 
petals, cinnamon, rosemary, cardamom, and ginger. 1.05 oz. 15 tea bags. Product of Finland.         #79523       $9.95

AFTEK LOOSE-LEAF TEA—LINGON & BLUEBERRY
A delightful blend of blueberry & lingonberry red rooibos loose-leaf tea. 3.5 oz. bag.             #79987        $9.95

CLASSIC COFFEE BY ARVID NORDQUIST
Since 1884, Nordquist coffee has been a favorite in Sweden. 
Arabica beans from Africa and Latin America are carefully 
roasted and blended to make a rich and smooth full-bodied 
coffee. From Stockholm, Sweden. Vacuum-packed, filter 
grind. 17.5 oz. 
"FESTIVITA" EXTRA DARK ROAST #7988 $14.95
"MELLAN" MEDIUM ROAST  #7989 $14.95
"GRAN DIA" MEDIUM/DARK ROAST #7994 $14.95

E.A. F.B. C.CC.CCC.C.C.CCC.C.C.C.CCCCC.CCCC.CCCCC.CC.CC.CCCCCCCC. D.

WOODEN COFFEE SCOOPS
Two choices of scoops: Both say Kaffe but 
with different font and different ribbon. 
Scoop 4" long. Made in Sweden.                 
#26512 (left) $8.95      #2651 (right) $7.95   

SWEDISH CRISPBREAD
Knäckebröd is lightweight and keeps fresh for a long time. To 
serve it, break the big rounds into pieces and top with butter, 
jelly, ham, cheese, or pickled herring. Each 14 oz. package has 
four 11½" rounds with the traditional hole in the center. Baked 
in Sweden. 
LEKSANDS WEDGE 6.7 oz. #7977 $5.95
LEDKSANDS CRISPBREAD 14 oz. #7976    $8.95 
STORAGE TIN FOR CRISPBREAD (fits 2 rounds) #7999-1 $59.95

SWEDISH MEATBALL 
TONGS
Make perfect Swedish 
meatballs with this 
stainless steel tool. 
Makes 1¼" meatballs, 
melonballs, or cookies.
            #2673-1    $15.95

Order Online: Hemslojd.com Order by Phone: 1-800-779-334413 2022-2023



HEMSLÖJD SWEDISH PANCAKE MIX
Milled and mixed especially for Hemslöjd. Add milk and egg to make 36 
Swedish pancakes. 16 oz. package.         #7998      $8.95
LUND’S SWEDISH PANCAKE MIX
Favored by Swedish-American cooks since 1911. To make great Swedish 
pancakes, just add water (or milk) and an egg. 12 oz.  #7939      $5.95
GOURMET PANCAKE TURNER 
Achieving the perfect Swedish pancake or omelet fold couldn’t be easier 
than with this turner. 111⁄4" long. Made in Sweden.     #26661      $7.95
SWEDISH PANCAKE/CREPE PAN 
(Not shown—see photo online.)         #47110    $49.95

Swedish Food / Svenska Matvaror

LIMPA SWEET RYE BREAD MIX
A moist, dense rye carefully blended with caraway, anise, and a hint of orange 
for a very traditional Scandinavian taste. Just add water. 21 oz.      #7911   $7.95
SWEET CARDAMOM BREAD MIX
A sweet, aromatic bread with a unique twist of flavors. It makes a wonderful 
Julekage. Just add water. 20 oz.         #7913   $7.95

PANCAKE BERRY DUO
Hemslöjd Pancake Mix and one jar of Hafi Lingonberry Preserves.               #7998-1   $15.95
PANCAKE BERRY TRIO
Nicely-boxed set of Hemslöjd Pancake Mix, one jar of Hafi Lingonberry 
Preserves, and one jar of Hafi Queen’s Blend Preserves. Perfect for gifting.         #7998-2   $24.95

BERRY GIFT SETS
For a delicious gift for friends, family, or clients, choose a gift pack of Hafi Swedish berry preserves. 
Perfect hostess gift for the holidays!

BERRY TRIO     BERRY DUO
Black Currant, Lingonberry, and Queen’s Blend.   Lingonberry and Cloudberry.    
#7918   $24.95     #7919   $24.95

LINGONBERRY PRESERVES
Made from a relative of the cranberry, it's one of the most versatile toppings. Try it as a condiment 
on Swedish meatballs, roast, or turkey. So popular, we carry two brands:   
    FELIX LINGON 14.5 oz. jar.    #7926    $11.95
    HAFI LINGON 14.1 oz. jar.       #7921   $10.95
CLOUDBERRY PRESERVES
Serve Scandinavia’s favorite berry with cake and whipped cream or on ice cream. 
A special, exotic treat! 14.1 oz. jar. Hafi.          #7920   $15.95
GOOSEBERRY PRESERVES
An old-fashioned taste, often requested but hard to find. 14.1 oz. jar. Hafi.    #7924    $7.95 
QUEEN’S BLEND PRESERVES
A wonderful mix of raspberries and wild blueberries. Great on toast, cheesecake, 
or knäckebröd. 14.1 oz. jar. Hafi.        #7922     $7.95
BLACK CURRANT PRESERVES
For your breakfast toast, pie filling, or dessert topping. 14.1 oz. jar. Hafi.    #7923     $7.95    

YELLOW PEAS   
Yellow pea soup is the traditional Swedish Thursday supper. Recipe included. 
18 oz. dry peas.            #7935   $6.95
VIKING HOT SAUCE (NOT PICTURED)
A fun gift for that someone who has everything. Label says it will "bleach your bones!" .5 fl. oz.      

#7995   $8.95
SWEDISH-STYLE MUSTARD
Serve it with pea soup, potato sausage, or as a delicious sandwich spread. Excellent for glazing 
hams and using in sauces or dips. 12 oz. squeeze bottle.
    SPICY BROWN SWEDISH MUSTARD       #7983  $3.95 
    MILD YELLOW SWEDISH MUSTARD        #7984  $3.95  

Free Shipping On Orders Over $200 
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Candy, Chocolates & Cookies / Godis, Choklad, & Kakor

DALA HORSE GUMMY CANDY
Gummy Dala horse shapes in pineapple, citrus, and raspberry flavors. Gluten- and gelatin-free. 5.3 oz.           #7900-1       $5.95
SOUR VIKING CANDY
Strawberry, pear, cherry, black currant, lemon, and orange flavor sour gummies in the shape of Viking heads. 5.3 oz.          #7900-2       $5.95

LÄKEROL LOZENGES 
Now in two sizes! A great, everyday, anytime candy. Keep in your purse, 
pocket, or desk drawer for your scratchy throat, plane take off, or a fresh 
taste. Easy to see why millions are sold in Sweden every year! Sugar- 
free. Made in Sweden. 

ICELANDIC CHOCOLATE
Made in Iceland since 1933 from an old 
Nordic recipe, these chocolate treats use 
the finest cocoa beans from the Ivory Coast. 
Only the highest quality ingredients and 
standards are used. The toffee and 70% 
dark bars have a hint of Icelandic sea salt. 
Two bars per package. About 7 oz. Specify: 
Toffee Milk Chocolate, 70% Dark Chocolate, 
or Mint Dark Chocolate.        
        #79011       $10.95

CLASSIC SWEDISH CANDIES   
A delectable assortment of bagged candy treats from Sweden with 
something to please everyone. Good stocking stuffers and hostess gifts! 
All bags are 6 oz. to 8 oz.
NORDIC GUMMI FISH
Kids and adults love these gummies.   #7902   $6.95
SWEDISH FOREST BERRIES
Jelly candies in wild raspberry and strawberry
flavors and shapes.     #7903   $6.95
SALTY LICORICE FISH
A savory favorite of Scandinavians.   #7930   $6.95
POLKA MINTS
Hard-to-find, old-fashioned peppermint
butter mints.     #7931   $6.95
SOFT RASPBERRIES
Sugar-dusted candies full of sweet fruit flavor.  #7932   $6.95
NORDIC MINTEES
European-style candy-covered chocolate mints.  #7933   $6.95

PEPPARKAKS TOFFEE 
Made in the Grenna Polkagriskokeri candy store in Gränna, Sweden, 
this toffee is perfect for pepparkakor fans. 5.3 oz.     #79042    $10.95
PIGGY FIZZ  
This sour berry candy is a must for sour candy lovers! Made in 
Gränna, Sweden. 7.05 oz.       #79040    $10.95
CHOKLAND TOFFEE 
A delicious chocolate treat for any chocolate fanatic.  
Made in Gränna, Sweden.5.3 oz.       #7901    $10.95

BOX OF LARS PEPPARKAKOR
These delicious, richly-spiced gingersnaps are baked in Sweden using a traditional recipe. 10.6 oz. About 44 cookies.           #7948          $6.95

LARS STOCKHOLM TIN—GINGERSNAPS
Gingersnaps are called Pepparkakor in Sweden. "Peppar" translates to "spicy" and "kakor" to cookies. These cookies 
are packed in sleeves inside the pretty 1½-pound tin to reduce breakage. 22 servings. Four cookies per serving.            #79512       $19.95
         

OLE & LENA FORTUNE COOKIES
Although these cookies look like the ones you would find in a Chinese restaurant, they contain Ole and Lena jokes.           #7979          $5.95
About one dozen wrapped fortune cookies. 3.5 oz. box. Product of USA.

SWEDISH PEPPARKAKOR TIN
Baked according to the original recipe from 1952. Approximately 75 heart-shaped cookies in a red cookie tin. 14 oz.
(Loose packed, breakage may occur.) Made by Nyåkers Pepparkakor of Sweden. Also available in the BLUE TIN #7968.           #7997        $21.95

LARGE 2.64 OZ. BOX
Raspberry Licorice
Strawberry Lime
Green-Herb Menthol
    #7901-2   $5.95 EA.

ORIGINAL .8 OZ. BOX
Green—Herb Menthol (original)
White—Peppermint Bon Bons
Purple—Black Currant (cassis)
                   # 7901-1   $2.95 EA.

Ä
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ALMOND CAKE TRAY-DALA HORSE
This tray is just the right size for the popular Scandinavian almond cake. With 
its Dala Horse design, it's perfectly Swedish, too! Great for snacks, cookies, 
or sandwiches, as well, this durable melamine tray is 15" x 6".
                #57810       $19.95

ALMOND CAKE SERVING TRAYS  
Add some color to the presentation of your almond cake. Melamine. 
6¼" x 14¾". Specify: Indigo, Purple, Yellow, Pink, White, Red, Green, 
Light Blue, or Black.    #5781    $11.95

KNÄCKEBRÖD ROLLING PIN
10" plus handles. From Sweden.  
  #2642       $42.95
EMBOSSED DALA HORSE PIN
Embossed images transfer to rolled 
cookie dough. Use a round cookie 
cutter to capture the Dala Horse on 
your cookies! 6¾" plus handles. Made 
in USA.  #26420     $43.95
WOODLAND COTTAGE EMBOSSED 
PIN
Same as above, except your cookie 
cutter will capture a charming  woodland 
scene. Recipe included. Made in USA.
  #26421     $23.95
CHILD'S ROLLING PIN
4" rolling surface plus handles. Specify 
red or natural handles. Made in Sweden.
               #26420-1   $13.95

SCANDINAVIAN ALMOND CAKE PAN
This special loaf pan comes with the recipe for delicious, easy-to-
make Scandinavian Almond Cake. Everyone who tastes it wants 
the recipe—and the pan! About 12" long, 5" wide. #4717  $19.95

ALMOND CAKE CUTTER/SERVER   
A dual utensil for cutting and serving almond cake. Recipe for "Karin’s 
Pepparkakor Cake" included. 11" long. Dishwasher safe. Made in Sweden.   
           #2667      $10.95

Free Gift On Orders Over $150 

KLADKAKA (STICKY CAKE) PAN
For a cake as wonderful as it sounds—chocolate and sticky! The pan comes 
with a recipe. 9" across and 1¾" deep. We strongly recommend using 
wax paper in bottom of the pan to help it release.
PAN  (Finished cake shown. Pan can be seen online.) #47190 $16.95    
DALA HORSE MUG 11 oz. porcelain.  3¾" tall. #5633 $11.95 
RUNNER/RUG  Red & white. 100% cotton. 48" x 14". 
Hand wash cold, drip dry. Made in Sweden.  #38009 $44.95

MINI SPATULA—SET OF 2
NORWEGIAN MARIUS PATTERN
8¼" x 1¼".            #26255        $19.95

Baking / Bakning

SWEDISH ROSETTE AND TIMBALE SET (above right)
Rosettes are sweet melt-in-your-mouth Scandinavian delicacies. 
Timbales are pretty pastry shells that hold sweet or savory fillings. 
With this kit, you can create both by dipping these cast aluminum 
forms in a simple batter and quick-frying two at a time in hot oil. 
Set includes: 3 Rosette Irons, 3 Timbale Pastry Irons. Recipe and 
instructions on box. Heavy Cast Aluminum.            #47132     $47.95

DELUXE SPRITZ MAKER (above left)
Form your own Swedish Spritz Cookies and also decorate goodies 
with frosting using this 2-in-1 tool. Item includes 12 spritz shapes 
and 6 frosting tips. A recipe for Spritz Cookies is included. Plastic.   
                   #48131    $29.95
STAINLESS STEEL COOKIE PRESS (above center)
Create decorative homemade cookies quickly and easily with this 
cookie press / spritz maker. Includes 13 cookie discs, and 8 icing 
tips. Comes with recipe and instructions. Disassembles for easy 
cleaning. Includes storage case.                      #47101    $74.95

its Dala Horse design, it s perfectly Sw
or sandwiches, as well, this durable me

8
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EKELUND HOLIDAY RUNNERS
Made in Sweden, Ekelund weavers have been making products since 1692! 
100% organic cotton. Machine wash, hang to dry.
A. "JULNATT" 
"Julnatt" (Christmas Night) is packed full of Swedish Christmas 
symbols.  
RUNNER 14" x 47" #3550 $57.95
TOWEL 14" x 20" #3561 $23.95

JONAS CHEESE TOOLS (above)
These classic cheese tools are designed and made in Sweden. Stainless-
steel blades, plastic handles, dishwasher safe.
CHEESE GRATER    
Grate hard and medium cheeses for pizza, tacos, and casseroles. Easy 
to clean. 9" long.        #2682          $10.95
TRADITIONAL CHEESE SLICER
Slice and serve hard and medium cheeses. 9" long.   #2681        $10.95
SOFT CHEESE SLICER
Especially good with soft cheeses because the blade doesn’t stick to the 
block of cheese. 7" long.       #2683           $10.95
GIFT SET OF ALL THREE CHEESE TOOLS      #2684           $30.95

FISH SERVING BOWL
Enjoy three white ceramic serving bowls 
that form a classic catch! 1½" tall, 
11⅞" long, x 3⅞"wide. Wood base not 
included.     #54000    $69.95

TOMTE SALT AND PEPPER
The hat holds the pepper, 
the head holds the salt. 
They stack to make a 5¾" 
tall tomte.  #5857    $22.95

A.

B.

C.

Scandinavian Tables / Skandinavisk
NATURE SERIES
Sagaform has been in Sweden since 1996. We think you'll love this 
collection called "nature". Wood components are made of oak, which 
should be handwashed and oiled regularly to prevent cracking. 
Designed by Anton Björsing. Each piece comes nicely boxed for gifting.

EVERYTHING BOTTLE is 15 fl. oz. and perfect for small amounts of 
wine, oil and vinegar, milk, or cream. 11½" x 3".       #53476   $61.95 

NAPKIN HOLDER is unique yet functional. The oak ball acts as a 
weight to hold down the napkins. 7½" x 7" x 6".         #53475   $89.95

CHEESE KNIFE is designed for soft cheese and features a form for easy 
slicing. Hand wash. Handle is oak and 3½" long.       #26888   $41.95

SALT AND PEPPER SET is not just for salt and pepper. Use it for your 
other favorite seasonings and give your kitchen a fun, different look. 
4½" tall including ball.                               #58571   $54.95

3-PIECE CHEESE SERVING SET includes two cheese knives and a 
cheese fork. Handles made of solid oak. Hand wash. 5" long.
           #26889   $63.95

Free Gift On Orders Over $150 

CCC.C.C.CC.CC.CCCC.CCC.CCCC..C..CCCCCCC.CCC.C.C
C.

C. "TOMTELIV"
Tomte life with animals is woven into this beautiful Ekelund runner.
RUNNER 14" x 47"   #38077-5 $57.95

B. "TOMTEMÖTE" 
"Tomtemöte" (tomte meeting) brings the fun to your house.
SHORT RUNNER 14" x 32" #38087-3 $40.95
LONG RUNNER 14" x 56" #38087-2 $66.95
TOWEL 16" x 24" #3586-1 $34.95
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SNAPS MIXES
Directions to make your own snaps are on the bottle. Only 24 hours is 
needed to cure the herbs in your own vodka and make ready-to-drink 
snaps/akvavit. 
YULE  SNAPS (orange, cardamom & ginger)               #79932   $15.95 
OP ANDERSON (coriander, anise, & orange) Not shown. #79112  $15.95 
HALLANDSFLÄDER (elderberry & orange)  Not shown.  #79111  $15.95

A. AL JOHNSON'S SWEDISH GLÖGG MIX
We are excited to bring you a glögg mix in a plastic bottle for safe 
shipping! Carefully blended traditional flavors of clove, allspice, stone 
fruit, and citrus. Three recipes on the side panel. Kids will love the 
non-alcoholic version in a special cup, and adults the spiked version, if 
desired. 32 fl. oz.                             #79824   $14.95
B."MEAD: LIBATIONS, LEGENDS & LORE 
OF HISTORY'S OLDEST DRINK" BOOK
Learn about history's most storied beverage, even older than wine.  
Includes recipes from some of the most sought-after mixologists. 
272 pages. Hardcover.                          #80061    $25.00
C. FINNISH TONTTU WITH GLÖGG BOTTLE
Tonttu is Finnish for tomte. Handmade in Finland. Wood, felt, and 
paint with a knit hat. About 3" tall.         #22733   $28.95
D. SKÅL COASTERS, SET OF 4
Skål! (Cheers!).  These ceramic coasters are made in the USA and have 
a nice heavy feel. 4¼" x 5¼". Set is tied with twine.  #57543   $39.95
E. REINDEER ANTLER BOTTLE OPENER
From Finland, this beautiful, one-of-a-kind bottle opener is perfect for 
anyone who loves nature, hunting, beer or something unique. Each one 
is a different shape and size.        #57582   $32.95

GRANDPA LUNDQUIST'S 
GLÖGG SPICES (left)
Makes 1 gallon of glögg.   
          #7980     $9.95

NORDIC GLÖGG MULLING 
SPICE (right)  Makes 3 gallons 
of glögg.           #79524   $11.95

Drink / Dryck

SNAPS GLASSES, SET OF 4
Scandinavians love their snaps, 
and there are even customs 
surrounding it. Tradition says 
you can’t just drink—you must 
sing as well! 4" tall. 1¾ oz. 
Dishwasher safe. Etched at 
Hemslöjd.           #1550   $39.95 

B.

C.
D.

E.

A.

More Items online at Hemslojd.com                                         

ORREFORS CITY DECANTER
The decanter is full-lead crystal. Comes nicely boxed for a special gift.   
32 fl. oz. About 8" tall x 5" wide.                        #5399   $315.00

ORREFORS CITY MIXING GLASS
The mixing glass is full-lead crystal. The glass includes a tall bar spoon 
for mixing. 22 fl .oz. About 6½" tall x 3½" wide. Nicely boxed.
            #53999   $63.00

ORREFORS CITY SHOT GLASS SET
Non-lead crystal. Designed in Sweden, made in Germany.  .3 fl. oz .each.
Set of two. About 3¼" tall x 1½" wide. Nicely boxed.    #5398    $44.00

ORREFORS CITY BARWARE SET
The City Barware line embodies modern, yet classic, Orrefors design. 
Designed by Martti Rytkönen. Each piece sold separately.

ETCHED GLÖGG CUPS, SET OF FOUR
Serve glögg this year in these special 
glass cups hand-decorated with 
"Glögg" lettering. Dishwasher safe. 
Etched in our Lindsborg, Kansas 
studio. 3¾ oz. cups with metal 
handles. 2½" tall. We'll include our 
favorite glögg recipes. #1542   $41.95

INFINITY DANISH IRON CANDLEHOLDER
This candleholder will add elegance to any room. 8" long, 2¾" wide, 5½" 
tall to top of glass. Candles not included.   #4025           $48.95 

DALA HORSE RUNNER 
Fitting for winter or spring blues. Made in Sweden by Ekelund. 100% 
cotton. Machine wash, line dry. 14" x 47"  runner #38093 $57.95

14" x 31"  runner #38090 $44.95
14" x 20"  towel #3660-1 $22.95
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J. SWEDISH FLOWER, "VAR SÅ GOD"                   
                #5677     $16.95

CERAMIC SPOON RESTS
Keep your counter clean and free of spills. Or  display on the 
wall with the nail hole. 10" x 3½". Machine or hand wash.
RED DALA  HORSE                    #56891    $12.95
KISS THE COOK                    #56893    $12.95
BLUE DALA HORSE                   #56892    $12.95

CARL LARSON TILES
Both are 6" square, cork-backed, and have a 
hanger for wall display.
K. BRITTA WITH SANDWICH 
                #56642   $16.95
L. BREAKFAST UNDER THE TREE  
                #56640   $16.95

TRADITIONAL TILES
All are 6" square, cork-backed, and have a 
hanger for wall display.
H. TOMTAR & SLEIGH
                #56922   $16.95
I. TOMTE WITH HANGING LANTERN
                #56920   $16.95

DALA HORSE TRIVETS
M. WOOD DALA HORSE
6" x 5½". This intricate design is for 
lightweight pots only!        #57481    $29.95
N. BLACK METAL DALA HORSE
Made in Mora, Sweden, this heavy-duty 
trivet will hold large pots. The silhouette 
allows the Dala Horse to take on any color 
beneath it. 6¼" square.    #57402     $33.95
O. CORK DALA HORSE
To be enjoyed on table or wall. Twine handle 
10" x 10".             #57480     $11.95 
  OR $8.98 EA.    If you buy two or more.

DALA HORSE & TOMTE TILES & COASTERS
Made in the USA by hand, each piece is 
slightly different, adding to the quaint style. 
Coasters come in a set of four and are  4¼" 
x 4¼". Tiles are 5⅞" x 5⅞". Both are nicely 
padded on back.
D. DALA HORSE COASTER SET (FOUR)
Specify: Red or Blue.      #57541      $39.95 
E. DALA HORSE TILE
Specify: Red or Blue.       #57542      $24.99
F. TOMTE COASTER SET (FOUR)
             #57545      $39.95
G. TOMTE TILE            #57544      $24.99

CERAMIC TILES/TRIVETS
All are 6" square, cork-backed, and have a 
hanger, for wall display.
A. COW CALL FROM DALARNA
                 #56641    $16.95
B. YELLOW DAISIES & FLOWERS
                #56921    $16.95
C. SWEDEN & DALA HORSE
                #56643    $16.95

F.

     A.                               B.                  C.

Coasters, Tiles & Trivets / Underlägg, Kakel & Bricka 
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Napkins / ServetterFree Shipping On Orders Over $200

FLORAL GARDEN SHED
COFFEE SIZE    #65111    $8.95

SWEDISH BLUE AGNETHA
LUNCH SIZE      #65023   $7.95

EASTER TOMTES
LUNCH SIZE      #65001   $7.95

LOVEBIRDS NAPKIN 
HOLDER
Lovebirds, hearts, and 
flowers. What's not to 
love? Comes nicely boxed 
for gift giving. Black 
metal. 5½" x 6¼".Made 
and designed in Sweden.
                 #4304   $69.95

MULTI DALA HORSE 
LUNCH SIZE      #65032    $7.95
(Matching dishcloth, towel and 
oven mitt on page 7.)

SUMMER MEADOW WITH 
POPPIES
LUNCH SIZE     #65021   $7.95
COFFEE SIZE    #65022   $5.95

VÄLKOMMEN 
LUNCH  SIZE    #6505      $7.95
COFFEE SIZE    #6505-1  $5.95

DALA HORSE PARADE
LUNCH  SIZE       #65403        $7.95
COFFEE SIZE    #65404     $5.95

TOMTAR WITH HANDS IN 
POCKETS 
LUNCH  SIZE   #65503     $7.95
COFFEE SIZE  #65504      $5.95

TOMTES WITH STRIPED HATS
LUNCH  SIZE  #65482     $7.95

GOD JUL/MERRY CHRISTMAS
LUNCH SIZE    #65483     $7.95
  

SWEDISH FLAG
30 napkins per package.
LUNCH SIZE           #6528    $7.95
COFFEE SIZE          #6529    $5.95

Lunch size napkins are 6½" square. Coffee size napkins 
are 5½" square. All packages contain 20 napkins 

unless otherwise noted.

TALL HAT TOMTE
LUNCH SIZE   #6584    $7.95
COFFEE SIZE    #6584    $5.95
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ALRUN NORDIC JEWELRY
A small, independent husband and wife team in Iceland make this edgy Nordic jewelry that we think you'll love. The symbols are bindrunes, an 
ancient method of writing used by the Vikings. Each symbol is an original Alrun design based on an inspirational Icelandic word. Rhodium-coated 
.925 sterling silver. Earrings are ¾" long, excluding fishhooks.  Necklace pendants are approximately ¾" long on a 17½" chain.

SWEDISH BLUE PENDANT
These beautiful pendants are 
Swedish blue. Found only in 
Sweden, these one-of-a-kind 
pieces are slag—the byproduct 
of smelting metal ores—from the 
16th and 17th centuries. Pendant 
size and shape will vary, each one 
is unique. Adjustable 21" chain. 
Made by IBISwoman Jewelry, 
Lindsborg, KS.       #7133    $78.95

ST. LUCIA STERLING SILVER 
NECKLACE
Made in Minnesota, this charming 
necklace can be worn anytime but is 
perfect for Lucia day. We especially 
like the teapot she is holding in her 
hands. Pendant is ¾" x ½".  16" chain.
  #73004    $51.95

A. LUCK EARRINGS #7349-1 $75.00
B. STRENGTH EARRINGS  #7349-2 $75.00
C. LOVE EARRINGS #7349 $75.00

D. GRACE NECKLACE #73481 $100.00
E.  STRENGTH NECKLACE #73480 $100.00
F.  LOVE NECKLACE #7348 $100.00
G. HOPE NECKLACE #7348-2 $100.00
LUCK NECKLACE (NOT SHOWN) #7348-1 $100.00

DALA HORSE STERLING SILVER EARRINGS
Made by a small business in Minneapolis, Minnesota, these earrings will 
instantly add a classy, Swedish flair to any outfit. 1" tall x 1" wide. Earring 
hook 11⁄2" long. With gift box (above left).             #73340   $74.95
DALA HORSE CUT-OUT EARRINGS
Also made in Minneapolis, these sterling silver earrings are a darling 
Swedish touch. 1⁄2" squares. With gift box (above right).
             #73339   $51.95

SWEDISH BRAID BRACELETS
Made from braid woven in Skillingaryd, Sweden, each is tied with an 
elastic loop and Nordic-style button. A simple way to carry a little bit of 
Sweden around with you. 100% Cotton. Specify: Small 61⁄2", Medium
7",  or Large 73⁄4".
BLUE & YELLOW   #7359        ALL SIZES AND COLORS:
RED HEARTS ON WHITE  #7357        $15.95 EACH
GRAY HEARTS ON BLUE          #7358     

BLUE ONYX EARRINGS 
AND NECKLACE
This stunning Blue Onyx 
sterling silver jewelry 
is made in Norway. The 
natural onyx stones are 
even more beautiful in 
person! Necklace length 
is 14" and the pendant is 
1" across. The earrings 
are ½", not including the 
fishhook wires.
NECKLACE   
          #73441   $165.00
EARRINGS   
          #73442    $108.00

Jewelry / Smycken

    

                A.    B.       C.     D.         E.                     F.                 G. 
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Jewelry / Smycken

STERLING SILVER DALA HORSE 
POST EARRINGS
Handcrafted earrings with beautiful, 
subtle details. These earrings are a 
small and stylish way to wear your 
Scandinavian heritage. Made in the 
USA. 1⁄2" tall.          #7110-1   $24.95

NORWEGIAN THULITE EARRINGS
Thulite is Norway’s national stone. First discovered in 
Norway in 1820 and named after Thule, an ancient name 
for Norway and its surrounding countries. The color,  
shades of pink, comes from manganese within the stone. 
No two stones are identical. 1" earrings with ½" stones.

#7146   $38.95

NORWEGIAN THULITE NECKLACE
A necklace with beautiful Thulite, Norway's national 
stone. No two stones are identical. Comes with a 23" 
adjustable chain. About 1⁄2" stone.         
              #7147    $78.95

Free Gift On Orders Over $150 

DALA HORSE STONE AND SILVER NECKLACE AND EARRINGS
Gerd Eklund's Dala Horse sterling silver jewelry is also handmade in Sweden, and one-of-a-kind. 
Comes in a small handmade box. The Dala Horse is 1¾" tall and chain length is 17¼". 
Specify: Traditional Orange/Red or Blue.           
 NECKLACE #70212 $60.95
  EARRINGS  #70213    $44.95

HEART NECKLACE—STONE AND SILVER
Gerd Eklund's stoneware and sterling silver 
jewelry is handmade in Sweden and one-
of-a-kind. Comes in a small handmade box. 
The heart is ¾" tall and chain length is 17¼". 
Specify: Traditional Orange/Red or Blue.                     
   #7029   $50.95

RUNIC NECKLACES
All of these necklaces are cast in lead-free bronze pewter. Each comes with a legend card (see example below) that explains the rune. Each 
also comes with a 33" cord that can be tied to any length, or swapped for a chain or cord of your own. Proudly made in the United States.
A. RUNIC CIRCLE NECKLACE Pendant is 1" across. Double sided. Bronze. #73019 $14.95
B. THOR'S HAMMER NECKLACE  Pendant is 1¼" x ⅞". Double sided.
 Beautifully detailed with the face of Thor. Silver. #73012 $11.95
C. HELM OF AWE NECKLACE Pendant is 1" across. Specify: Silver or Bronze. #73013 $11.95
D. THOR'S HAMMER NECKLACE Pendant is 1" x ¾" and appears to be a face. #73016 $11.95
E. TREE OF LIFE NECKLACE Pendant is 1¼" across. Bronze. #73017 $21.95
F. THOR'S HAMMER  WITH STONE NECKLACE Pendant 1½" x 1". 
 Specify: Blue, Purple, or Green Stone. #73018 $12.95
G. VALKNUT NECKLACE Pendant is ¾" diameter. #73021 $11.95  
H. THOR'S HAMMER NECKLACE Pendant is 1¾" x 1¼". Bronze. #73022 $17.95 
I. RUNESTONE NECKLACE  Each pendant has two sides. Symbol on one side, 
 text on other side. Pendants are ¾" x ½". Silver. 
 Specify: Balance, Protection or Warrior. #73015 $12.95                                                                                            

INCLUDED 
LEGEND 

CARD (RIGHT)
DESCRIBES

EACH 
PIECE

A. B. C. D. E. F.

G. H. I. I. I.
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VIKING WORLD TOUR MUG
Learn where and when the Vikings 
traveled while sipping your morning 
coffee. Two-sided print. 10 oz.  Microwave 
safe.          #5645     $12.95

Mugs & Glasses / Muggar & Glass Free gift for orders over $150  

VAR SÅ GOD MUG
"Help yourself - Be so good." Featuring 
the Swedish Flower, the most classic 
and recognized design from Swedish-
America. Dishwasher and microwave 
safe. 16 oz. white latte mug. 4½" tall.
      #56319   $14.95

SWEDISH FIKA MUG
This mug is a big 17 ounces 
and will inspire your next fika! 
Dishwasher and microwave safe.  
                     #55955   $34.95

TOMTAR & HEARTS MUG
This mug may become your favorite.  
10 oz.  Dishwasher and microwave 
safe.                 #55953   $11.95

DALA HORSE MUGS
D i s h w a s h e r  a n d 
microwave safe. 11 oz.
RED DALA HORSE
              #5633   $11.95
BLUE DALA HORSE
             #5634   $11.95

ICED TEA/COOLER ETCHED GLASSES—SET OF 4
Fill your cupboard with glassware decorated with Swedish-style designs. 
Glassware from the Hemslöjd Originals Collection is designed and etched 
right here at our Lindsborg shop. The designs are permanently etched into 
the glass so they will never fade or rub off. 15 oz. Dishwasher. Specify: 
Dala Horse, 3 Crowns, Heart, Wheat, or Mix.            #1529       $30.95

DALA HORSE ART MUG
A modern take on the iconic Dala 
Horse. Mug is designed to look old 
and chipped—but isn’t! Ceramic. 
Microwave and dishwasher safe. 
13 oz.               #56160   $16.95

VIKING EMOJI MUG
This mug is proof that Vikings 
have feelings. Dishwasher 
safe. 10 oz.
   #55969     $16.95

CREAM OF LUTEFISK MUG
Everyone will be envious of your 
mug at the next family gathering! 
12 oz. Dishwasher and microwave 
safe. Printed in the USA. Lutefisk 
Lovers Association T-shirt on 
page 25.                   #5648   $13.95

DALA HORSE & KURBITS MUG
This modern take on kurbits and Dala Horses will go perfectly with 
fika or make your plant a home. 16 oz. 4½" tall. Hand wash only. 
Microwave safe.                    #55954   $12.95
SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS—SET OF FIVE
What's better than a Swedish dishcloth? Five Swedish dishcloths!  
Colors will vary. 7" x 7" when wet. Packaged as a set for gift-giving 
and savings.           #3698     $36.99

MOOSE ART MUG
This mug is perfect for the 
moose-lovers, as well as 
art-lovers on your shopping 
list.  It features a colorful 
image of a moose and the 
word Sweden. 3" diameter. 
3.5" tall. Ceramic. 13 fl oz.   
#55051    $16.95

TOMTE PARADE BISTRO MUG
Nine tomte friends wrap around this 12 oz. bistro mug. Dishwasher and 
microwave safe ceramic mug.       #55981    $14.95
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Candelabras & More / Kandelabrar m.m.

LIGHTED TREE TOPPER—
"FLINGA"
This beautiful white paper 
star will stand tall and bright 
atop your tree. Includes 
timer for the LED lights to 
come on and off. Three AA 
batteries (not included). Easy 
assembly. With stand, star 
is 17" tall, 7¾" wide x 2½" 
deep.        #25692   $27.95 

A. ELECTRIC KARIN CANDELABRA WITH CUPS (above left)
This seven-candle candelabra is a classic way to decorate your 
home for the holidays or other festive times of year. 13¼" tall 
x 161⁄2" wide x 21⁄2" deep. 6' cord. Converter included. Graphite 
shown in photo on far left above. Specify: Graphite (shown), 
Natural, White, or Red.                            #2501    $61.95
B. ELECTRIC ADA CANDELABRA (above center & right)
A simple seven-candle piece that will immediately bring warmth 
to your table or window display. Natural and white shown in photo 
above. Specify: Red, White, or Natural. 12" tall x 14" wide x 1½" 
deep. Converter included.                    #2502      $48.95

ELECTRIC SARA CANDELABRA
Elegant and bright, this red seven-candle 
candelabra with green-rimmed barrels is 
decorated with gold hearts and greenery 
design. Worthy of being a family heirloom. 15" 
tall, 17" wide, 23⁄4" deep. Converter included.
    #2503     $93.95

BATTERY 5- & 7-LED LIGHT CANDELABRAS 
Choose from these wooden LED five or seven candle candelabras. Each has a 
timer that will stay on for six hours and off for sixteen hours once switched on. 
Two AA batteries not included. Candlerings included. Wood body, plastic candles.
REN 5-CANDLE  REN 7-CANDLE
111⁄4" tall, 13⁄4" deep, 121⁄2" wide. 121⁄2" tall, 13⁄4" deep, 151⁄2" wide.
NATURAL #2517 $39.95 NATURAL #2514 $51.95
WHITE #2518 $39.95 WHITE #2515 $51.95
RED #2516 $39.95 RED #2513 $51.95

ELECTRIC RUT CANDELABRA
Add this seven-candle statement piece to your 
winter display for instant light and style. 22" 
tall, 18" wide, 3" deep. Converter included. 
Specify: White or Red.              #2521    $86.95

ELECTRIC TRADITIONAL CANDELABRA
Standing a whopping 21" tall, this seven-
candle candelabra will add a majestic 
Swedish touch. Beautifully hand-painted and 
ready to be displayed for all to enjoy. 16" 
wide. Converter included.   #2522     $164.95

LIGHTED NATIVITY
Joseph, Mary, and the three Kings illuminate the Christchild with candlelight, 
which is reflected in the star above. Place on a sideboard or in a window to 
spread a lovely Christmas sentiment. Electric plug. Converter included.  Wood, 
metal, and plastic. 13" wide, 6½" tall, and 3½" deep.        #25691     $114.95

LIGHTED TOMTE
11" tall. Gold. Uses three AG13 
batteries (included), good for 50 
hours.                #2552    $14.95

SEE MORE 
CANDELABRAS

ONLINE AT 
HEMSLOJD.COM

A. B. B.

FREE SHIPPING
ON ORDERS OVER $200
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LUTEFISK LOVERS 
ASSOCIATION T-SHIRT
Show your friends and family 
your love for Lutefisk! Back 
of T-shirt says "I've paid my 
dues!" Sapphire blue, preshrunk 
T-shirt. 50% cotton, 50% 
polyester. Specify size: S, M, L, 
XL, 2XL, 3XL. (add $2 for 2XL, 
add $6 for 3XL).
            #3164   $19.95

VERY OLD NAVY T-SHIRT
This high quality heavy cotton blend 
T-shirt will bring a smile to your 
face.  A heathered gray shirt with 
navy blue design. Machine wash & 
dry.  50% cotton, 50% polyester. 
Specify: M, L, XL, 2XL (add $2 for
2XL).                            #3119B     $21.95

BESTEMOR T-SHIRT
Bestemor translates to grandmother 
and she will love wearing this soft, 
comfortable t-shirt! The blend is 88% 
polyester and 12% cotton and has a 
soft, lived in, vintage feel to it. The size 
runs large so order a size smaller than 
normal. Machine wash cold. Dry on low. 
Specfiy size: S, M, L, XL, 2XL. (add $5 
for 2XL).              #31801   $25.95

MORMOR AND FARMOR 
T-SHIRTS
Mormor (mother's mother) and
Farmor (father's mother) will love 
wearing this shirt. Who doesn't like 
talking about their grandchildren? 
Heathered sapphire color with 
a sweet blue and yellow heart 
basket above the word "Mormor" 
or "Farmor". 50% cotton, 50% 
polyester. Machine wash warm or 
cold. Tumble dry. Specify size: S, 
M, L, XL,2XL, 3XL (add $3 for 2XL,  
add $4 for 3XL).
        MORMOR   #3184  $19.95       
          FARMOR    #3183   $19.95

MEN'S STRIPEY SOCKS
These socks offer bright colors to match everything. Or nothing! 70% cotton, 29% nylon, 1% 
spandex. One size fits men's shoe size 8-12½. Navy and additional Black Stripey socks not 
shown, photos online.    #30734 $21.95

NAVY #3078-1  $21.95
BLACK #3078-1 $21.95

BOOT KNIFE SOCKS
The knife's not real, but it sure makes the socks look sharp! 68% cotton, 31% nylon, 1% 
spandex. One size fits men's shoe size 8-12½.   #30850   $22.95
MOOSE IN TUX SOCKS 
With humor and style these socks are made of 75% cotton, 23% polyester & 2% elastane.
One size fits men's shoe size 7½-11½. Specify: Gray or Blue/Yellow.        
  #30723   $11.95

Small fits men's shoe size 5-6, women's 6-8 shoe size. Machine wash 
cold inside out. Hang to dry. 
MARIUS 75% WOOL
75% merino wool, 15% nylon, 7% polyester, 3% spandex.    

#30735   $39.95
MARIUS 45% WOOL
45% Merino wool, 25% polyamide, 15% polyester, 15% acrylic.  

#30745    $34.95 
MARIUS BUSINESS
Brown color tones. Men's one size fits most. 80% cotton, 17% polyester, 
3% spandex.            #30733     $28.95
VINTAGE MARIUS COTTON SOCKS 
80% cotton, 17% polyester, 3% spandex.                  #30746   $28.95

SWEDISH DALA HORSE SOCKS—HEATHER GRAY
85% cotton, 12% polyamide, 3% elastane.  One size fits men's shoe size 
7½ to 9 and women's 9 to 10½.        #30721   $18.95   
RED, BLUE, YELLOW DALA HORSE SOCKS
80% cotton, 17% nylon, 3% spandex. Large fits men's shoe size  8-12 
and women's 6-9. Small fits men's shoe size 5-7½ and women's 6-9.      
             #30730   $12.95
TOMTE SOCKS
85% cotton, 12% polyamide, 3% elastane. One size fits men's shoe size 
7½-9 and women's shoe size 9-10½.         #30722   $18.95
NAVY & YELLOW ORGANIC DALA HORSE SOCKS 
80% organic cotton, 18% polyamide, 2% elastane. Wash warm, drip dry 
or tumble dry low. Large fits men's 10-13 shoe size and women's 12+. 
Small fits men's shoe size 6-8½ and women's 7-11.    #30731   $16.95
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Free Gift On Orders Over $150 

MARIUS SOCKS
All of our socks with the iconic 
Norwegian pattern have the 
same fit (except Marius Business) 
and same care instructions.
Large fits men's 7½-10½ shoe 
size, women's 9-12 shoe size.

Socks & Shirts / Sockor & T-Tröjor

ADDITIONAL 
T-SHIRTS AND 

SOCKS ONLINE AT 
HEMSLOJD.COM

Order Online: Hemslojd.com Order by Phone: 1-800-779-334425 2022-2023



ROSEMALING SCARF
Soft, warm, and beautiful. 100% wool. Designed in Norway, made 
in India.  34" x 56". Specify: Blue, Cream or Gray (shown above, 
left to right). Hand wash cold and line dry.         #30451     $59.95

SWEDISH FLAG ACCESSORIES
These Sweden-themed accessories 
are all hand-knit with 100% virgin 
acrylic. Machine or hand wash cold 
water. Tumble dry cool. Made in Peru.
WRIST WARMERS  
8" long. #30530 $24.95
SCARF WITH POCKETS   
83" long, pockets on each end. 

#30452 $61.95
VIKING HAT 
91⁄2" wide, 10" tall. Pigtail braids are 
11" long. Specify: With or without 
Pigtails. #3066 $49.95

BRIKSDAL "VAFFEL" KNITWEAR
These luxurious pieces from Norway are soft and 
delicate, lightweight yet warm. 100% merino 
wool. Machine wash cold. Lay flat to dry. Blue and 
burgundy reverses to off-white.
REVERSIBLE PONCHO    
341⁄2" long, 221⁄2" wide. One size fits most. 
Specify: Blue or Burgundy.        #3062     $195.00
REVERSIBLE HEADBAND            
10" long, 4" wide. Specify: Blue or Burgundy.    
    #30541    $41.95
REVERSIBLE WRIST WARMERS
9" x 31⁄2". Specify: Blue or Burgundy   
    #30542    $47.00

JOHANNA PONCHO 
Made in Norway, this stylish poncho is 100% soft merino wool. The poncho 
has two front pockets and beautiful Norlender brooches at the sides 
(shown above).  One size fits most. Hand wash in lukewarm water using 
a mild detergent. Do not soak. Pull into shape & dry flat. Specify: Black 
or Beige. More photos can be seen online.    #3063  $300.00

"LYCKSELE PATTERN"
MERINO WOOL CARDIGAN AND HAT
At Öjbro Vantfabrik, they have made it their goal to keep 
various knitting traditions alive. Knitted in the Lycksele 
design, this cardigan and matching hat are inspired by all 
the women who have interpreted the "crackle method" 
(dräll) differently in their weaving. Patterned and painted 
in Västerbotten colors.  100% Merino wool. Machine wash 
warm. Lay flat to dry.
CARDIGAN
Specify:  Medium (38-40), Large (42-44), XL (46).
                  #30612   $350.00

Sweaters & More / Tröjor m.m.Free Shipping On Orders Over $200 

HAT
Machine wash warm. Lay flat to dry. One size fits most.  
               #30404    $60.00
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E. DALAHÄST 
Hot apple pie with orange and 
spices.       #7693-2   $12.95

G. MIDSUMMER 
Fresh strawberries.
    #7693-5   $12.95

BAMBOO "TVÅLFAT"
Display your Swedish soap on a Swedish soap tray. Your soap can dry 
out between uses and will last longer. 4¼" x 3" x ⅞".
                     #76931      $11.95
BEER BEARD SOAP
It’s beard soap with beer! Works with all skin types. 4¼ oz. 
Handmade in Sweden.                   #7693-13    $15.95
  
BEARD BRUSH & COMB 
Made in Sweden from bamboo, this small set is perfect for storing or 
travel. 41⁄2" long, 21⁄4" wide, and 13⁄4" tall.             #76929      $26.95
BEARD BALM   
This beard conditioner made in Sweden is convenient for styling a beard 
or mustache. Beeswax, shea butter, cocoa butter, argan oil, jojoba oil, 
cranberry oil, lanolin, and Vitamin E. 1¾ oz.    #76930       $27.95

VICTORIA OF SWEDEN 
LINGONBERRY SOAP
A fine, triple-milled soap made 
with inspiration from old Swedish 
beauty traditions for pure and 
glowing skin. Enriched with 
shea butter, Swedish honey, and 
lingonberry. 2.4-oz. bar.
          #7678   $7.95

B. TOMTEGOTT
Lollipop, butter, sugar. 
        #7693-11  $12.95

A. SWEDISH CHRISTMAS  
Cinnamon, ginger, oranges, and 
clove. Two 5-oz. bars. 
        #7687   $15.95

These fragrant soaps by Klockargårdens are handmade in Sweden. Perfect for your guest bath! 4.2-oz. bars except where noted. 
F. HEART 
Fruity tones, wild orchid, night 
hyacinth, and sandlewood.    
            #7693   $12.95
H. DALA HORSES 
Berries with fruit and musk. 
            #7693-4   $12.95

C. LINGONBERRY WREATH
Fruit, violet, vanilla.   
       #7693-1   $12.95

D. JINGLE BELLS
Pine, cedar, moss, musk.
        #7693-9    $12.95

CEDAR WOOD SOAP
Extracted from cedar trees by steam 
distillation. Cedar wood oil helps 
combat stress, ease tension, and 
improve focus. Customers have even 
reported that this soap helps with 
acne. 100% vegan. 5.4 oz.
               #76933   $10.95

  
SWEDISH DREAM SOAP &  
HAND CREAM SET
Our best-selling soap and cream 
now come in a gift set! One soap 
and one hand cream sit perfectly 
in a classically-dressed nautical 
package. Cream tube is .75 oz. 
Soap is 1.8 oz. Gift box is 
6" x 4½" x 1½".  #76302   $14.95

DREAM SOAP ONLY 
4½ oz. bar.         #7633       $9.95
DREAM HAND CREAM ONLY 
3 fl oz. tube.       #7636     $17.95

SARDINE COLLECTION GIFT SET
A delightful 3-piece gift set, which 
includes soap, cloth, and candle. 
Iconic sardine soap-on-a-rope gets 
undesirable scents off your hands. 
The aromatic candle has a zesty 
lemon-and-sea-salt perfume. The 
sardine kitchen cloth is 100% cotton. 
Made in Portugal, this set reminds us 
of Sweden with it's bright colors and 
sardine shapes. Soap is 2¾ oz. Candle 
is 6¾ oz. with 30-hour burn time. 
Beautifully boxed.                     #76303   

$77.95   

A.

 B.  C.  D.

                  E.                                                 F.

 G.                                                          H.

Soap & Lotion / Tvålar & Lotion Free Gift On Orders Over $150 

Order Online: Hemslojd.com Order by Phone: 1-800-779-334427 2022-2023



"THE FAR TRAVELER: VOYAGES OF A VIKING WOMAN"
Five hundred years before Columbus, a Viking woman named Gudrid sailed off the edge of the known world. This book traces her 
footsteps and sheds light on an extraordinary woman. Best-selling non-fiction account reads like a novel! Paperback. 320 pages.  #8307     $17.95

"JUL: SWEDISH AMERICAN 
HOLIDAY TRADITIONS"
From Smörgåsbord and St. Lucia 
processions to Christmas Eve, discover 
classic Swedish holiday recipes. 
Featured dishes include yellow pea 
soup, rosettes, and julhög. Hardcover. 
256 pages.
                         #8050-1       $24.95

"THE GREAT SCANDINAVIAN 
BAKING BOOK"
Gourmet cook Beatrice Ojakangas 
shares recipes from Norway, 
Sweden, Denmark, Finland, and 
Iceland. Breads, pastries, savory 
pies, and more scrumptious recipes. 
Paperback. 318 pages.
                              #8066         $18.95

"NORDIC DESIGNS COLORING BOOK"
Color your way through generations of quilt patterns, furniture ornamentation, wall hangings, and more. Paperback. 63 pages.    #8164        $9.99

"THE NORDIC GUIDE TO LIVING 10 YEARS LONGER"
A short guide to a long life! Swedish doctor Bertil Marklund provides this comprehensive guide. He even includes the concept 
of lagom, a Swedish take on moderation. Paperback. 143 pages.                   #8005      $12.95

Books / Böcker

"THE NORDIC BOOK OF RUNES"
Learn the secrets of rune reading, an ancient predictive art. Each rune is described with its symbolic image and celestial 
phenomena. Hardcover. 96 pages.                        #88024      $9.99

Free  Shipping on Orders Over $200

MAGNETIC DALA HORSE
Made of paper with magnets, these bookmarks hug your page and stay put.  Set of four. Each bookmark is 1" x ⅞".               #63406    $6.95

GOLD DALA HORSE
This pretty gold metal bookmark has a single Dala Horse at the end of a 5" red ribbon. Made in Sweden. Dala Horse is 2½" x 2".          #8366      $7.95

TOMTE
Cheerful tomtes making snow angels adorn this paper bookmark.  Guaranteed to bring a smile to any book lover, or for 
gift-giving as card enclosures or package labels. 2¼" x 8½".                   #6837      $1.95

"YOUR SWEDISH ROOTS"
A step-by-step handbook to help guide you in researching your Swedish ancestors. Includes Swedish naming practices and 
other helpful background information. Paperback.  222 pages.                  #8061     $19.95

"IN COD WE TRUST: LIVING THE NORWEGIAN DREAM"
Dregni's Scandinavian roots do little to prepare him and his family for the year in Norway eating herring cakes and enduring the 
morketid (dark time). Hair-raising, hilarious, and poignant stories. Paperback. 195 pages.                             #80502    $16.95

BOOKMARKS
SCANDINAVIAN CHARACTERS Simple and lightweight, these 
metallic bookmarks have a Scandinavian twist. 11⁄2" wide, 43⁄4" 
long with ribbon. Specify: Runes, Viking, or Dala Horse.
                               #6836   $5.95

"PÄNTSDRUNK"
The Finns finally show their secret to kalsariokanni (contentment): drinking at home, alone, in your underwear.  Hardcover. 176 pages.     #80999    $19.99

MANY MORE BOOKS ONLINE AT WWW.HEMSLOJD.COM.
CHILDREN'S BOOKS ON NEXT PAGE.
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Free Gift On Orders Over $150 Children / Barn

"HELGA MAKES A NAME FOR HERSELF"
A hilarious and empowering picture book about a small but strong Viking girl who is determined to be a warrior and make a name for herself. Ages 
4-7. 32 pages. Hardcover.                                  #83024   $17.99

"THORFINN THE NICEST VIKING" BOOKS
Everyone knows Vikings are ruthless barbarians whose idea of a good time involves pillaging, plundering and feasting. But Thorfinn is no ordinary 
Viking! He is always polite and happily offers to wash the dirty dishes. Too bad his dad is the toughest Viking of them all. With trading cards! Ages 6-8. 
Paperback.     #81054 AWFUL INVASION      #81055 TERRIBLE TREASURE      #81056 RAGING RAIDERS           $6.95 EACH

WUFF DA! T-SHIRT
Sometimes "uff da" says it all! We've 
given the classic phrase a canine twist. 
Youth shirts are 50% cotton, 50% 
polyester. Specify:XS, S, M, L, XL.

          #3005-1   $17.95

PLUSH FOX (right)
Let this realistic-looking fox help you tell the story of the Tomten as he 
walks around a winter farmstead in Sweden.  9" tall.   #34291     $48.00 

"A TO ZÅÄÖ"
This fun introduction to the Swedish alphabet introduces all twenty-nine letters of the Swedish alphabet. Hardcover. 96 pages.     #81760   $24.95
"1-2-3 LIKE A SWEDE"
This delightful Swedish and English bilingual counting book is fun to look at and read. Whimsical pictures include moose, pizza, cars, and meatballs! 
English words are followed by Swedish on each page with corresponding picture. For very young readers. Nine thick pages.          #8123    $14.95

BONNET HEREBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBOBBBBOBOBBBOBBOBOBBOBBOBOBONNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNETETETTETETEETETETTTTTTTETETETETEEETTTTTTTTTEETETEEETTTTTEETETETEETTTTTTETETTTTEETTETTTTTTTTTTTTTTTETTTTTTTTTETTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTETTTTTTTTTTTTTTTETTTTTTTTTTTT HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHEEEEEEEEEEEERERRRRRRRRRRRRRREEEEEEEEEERRERRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRREEEEEEEEEERERRRRRRRRRRRRRREEEEEERRERERRERRRRRRRRRRRRREEEERRRRRRRRRERERRRRRRRRRRERRRRRRRRREEEEERRRRRRRERRREEEERRRRRRRRRREEEEERRRRRRRRREEEERRRRRRREEEEEEERRRRRRRRREEEEEEERRRRRRREEEEEERRRRRRRRRREEEEEEEERRRRREEEEEEERRRRRRRREEEEEEERRREEEERRRRRRERRRRREEEEERRERRRRRERRRRRRRERRRREEERRRRRREERRREERRRRRRRERRRREEERREEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
REVERSIBLE SWEDISH BONNET
We had these bonnets made in Sweden 
just for our Hemslöjd customers. 
Adorable on a boy or girl. Flowers and 
birds on one side, and stripes on the 
other, all put together with Swedish 
braid trim.  All 100% cotton. Hand wash 
in cool water. Line dry. Specify: 0-6 mo., 
6-12 mo. or 12-18 mo.                     
    #30405   $26.95

"AN ILLUSTRATED TREASURY OF SWEDISH FOLK AND FAIRY TALES" 
From good-natured Scandinavian trolls through giants, tomtes, shepherd boys and princesses, these 23 classic stories by well-known authors such 
as Elsa Beskow and Anna Wahlenberg are delightfully told. 256 pages. Hardcover.                                                    #81791   $24.95

SWEDISH NATIONAL COSTUME
This Swedish costume for children is 
called the Nationella Dräkten ("the 
national costume"). It  is a historic 
Swedish costume, designed by King 
Gustav III and introduced in 1778.  
100% Egyptian cotton which is strong 
and soft, makes this costume able to 
withstand many washings without pilling 
and fading. It can be handed down to 
future generations. Machine wash cold, 
tumble dry low or hang dry. Specify 2, 
4, or 6 year.  #30622   $103.00

"PIPPI LONGSTOCKING"
Pippi, the girl with the upside-down braids and no 
parents to tell her what to do, delights children around 
the world. By Astrid Lindgren. Ages 4 and older. 
PIPPI SOFT DOLL  7" tall #3404 $26.95
PIPPI BLOCK PUZZLE  6" x 4¼" x 1½"
   #7421 $19.95
PAPERBACK BOOKS
Not shown. Each about 144 pages.
"PIPPI LONGSTOCKING" #8101 $8.99
"PIPPI GOES ON BOARD" #8102 $8.99
"PIPPI IN THE SOUTH SEAS" #8103 $8.99

"THE TOMTEN" (left)
Classic picture book and story of the 
Tomten, a little elf who walks around a 
lonely old farmstead. By Astrid Lindgren. 
Paperback. 28 pages.   #8150   $7.99

"THE TOMTEN AND THE FOX"
The Tomten who lives on the farm 
keeps the animals safe from the hungry 
fox. By Astrid Lindgren. Paperback. 
30 pages.       #8151   $6.99

Order Online: Hemslojd.com Order by Phone: 1-800-779-334429 2022-2023



C. PLUSH DALA HORSE  These Dalas are meant for play! (Not recommended for children younger than 12 months.) Stuffed plush 
fabric with embroidered design. 100% polyester. Hand wash only. 7½" tall, 7½" wide, and 2½" thick. Specify: Red, Black, Blue, 
Yellow, or White.            #3429  $29.95

SOFT VIKING HELMET (above left)    
Vikings are back in a big way lately. Blue and yellow. About 8" diameter.
               #30211           $9.95CLOTH VIKING HELMET       
Show off your fierce Viking horns in comfort. Fits via an elastic band.  
10" diameter. Stretches to 121⁄2".                 #3021           $9.95

D. DALA HORSE & FLOWERS BABY BLANKET
Fleece with an embroidered Dala Horse and kurbits design. 30" by 36". Specify: Red or Blue.       #3489  $19.95

ELF HAT 
We asked Steller Handgoods from 
Minnesota if they could design and sew a 
Hemslöjd exclusive elf hat. They delivered!  
Made of upcyled red wool/viscose blend, 
soft polar fleece inside with cotton braid 
from Sweden for ties.  Hand wash in cool 
water and lay flat to dry. Specify: 0-6 mo., 
6-12 mo., or 12-24 mo.
                      #30406   $47.95

D.
C.

Children / BarnFree Shipping On Orders Over $200

B. LITTLE SCANDINAVIAN GIRLS PAPER DOLLS
This tiny book contains two paper dolls printed on the inside covers and 25 costume stickers. Ages 3-9.  5¾" x 4".  #81652  $1.99

 "MORMOR LOVES ME"  AND "FARMOR LOVES ME" ONESIE
Of course Mormor (mother's mother) or Farmor (father's mother) 
loves her grand babies! So soft and cute. Specify: 6 mo., 12 mo. or 
18 mo. 90% cotton and 10% polyester. Machine wash cold. Tumble 
dry low. #30064  MORMOR   $16.95     #30061  FARMOR $16.95

A. SWEDISH WORDS MAGIC CUBE
How fast can you solve the puzzle? Rubik's cube style: Match the Swedish word with the image. A fun game for all ages 
to help learn Swedish words.                                       #7419   $14.95

MOOMIN DISH SET AND BOOK
Ever popular in Sweden, Moomin characters 
adorn this 3-piece dish set (mug, bowl and 
plate). Dishwasher and microwave safe. 
Melamine. The lift-the-flap Hide and Seek 
Moomin book will explain the characters. 
MOOMIN DISH SET                         #5102  $49.95
MOOMIN LIFT-A-FLAP BOOK  #8124   $ 9.99

E. CHILDREN'S SOCKS 
80% cotton, 17% nylon, 3% elastane. Specify: Small (US 6 to 7½) or Large (US 8 to 9½).
GRAY DALA HORSE         #30013        $9.95
BLUE MOOSE                     #30015        $9.95
PINK DALA HORSE          #30011        $9.95

LITTLE VIKING ITEMS
"Littlest Viking" is a hilarious story about what happens 
to a little and loud Viking when an even littler and 
louder Viking arrives! Ages 4-8. Hardcover.  "Viking 
in Love" is about Stig who is all-Viking, except that 
he's afraid of the sea! When he falls in love, will he 
be able to overcome this fear? Ages 3-7. Hardcover. 
A 4" x 2" felt Viking Finger Puppet, sold separately, 
brings each story to life.
"THE LITTLEST VIKING" #8301 $17.99
"VIKING IN LOVE" #83023 $17.99
FINGER PUPPET #34293 $11.95

A. E.E.E.E.....B. E.
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Notes & Cards / Gratulationskort & Korrespondens

A. B.

C. D.

FIND MANY MORE CARDS, NOTES & PENS   
ONLINE AT HEMSLOJD.COM

CINDY LINDGREN COLLECTION
We were thrilled to find artist Cindy Lindgren and her Craftman Nouveau Art from 
Minnesota. Swedish art is her passion and it shows.
SWEDISH DISHCLOTHS
For dishwashing and general kitchen or bathroom cleanup, Swedish Dishcloths can't 
be beat. Compostable, they are a wonderful alternative to paper towels.
A. COFFEE & COOKIES    #35091   $8.95               B. CARDINAL & BIRCH  #35092    $8.95 

C. NORDIC LOVE CARD COLLECTION
Four blank note cards with envelopes including Nordic Love, Gnome Mushroom Home, 
Red Dala Horse, and God Jul Gnome, all in a clear acrylic box. 4" x 5¼".   

#6316 $14.95   
D. SWEDISH CARD COLLECTION
Four blank cards with envelopes including Daisy Dala Horse, Fika, Coffee and Cookies, 
and Morning Kaffe, all in a clear acrylic box. 4" x 5¼". #6317 $14.95
E. NORDIC LOVE—SINGLE CARD 
A wonderful variety of Scandinavian images such as a Viking hat, Dala Horse, tomte, 
rooster, coffee, and more! 4" x 5¼". #6319 $4.95
F. CHRISTMAS CARD COLLECTION—2 DESIGNS
"God Jul" means Merry Christmas in Swedish. Six blank cards with envelopes,three         
of each design. 4" x 5¼".  #6318 $19.95

BULLFINCH CHRISTMAS 
CARD
Swedish text "God Jul och Gott 
Nytt Är" translates to Merry 
Christmas and Happy New Year. 
12 cards and envelopes.    
                    #63898   $19.95

SWEDISH DANCING & 
TREE CHRISTMAS CARD
Swedish text "God Jul och Gott 
Nytt Är" translates to Merry 
Christmas and Happy New 
Year. 12 cards and envelopes.     
    #63786     $19.95

TOMTEN SHARING 
PORRIDGE WITH CAT 
CHRISTMAS CARD
Swedish text "God Jul och Gott 
Nytt Är" translates to Merry 
Christmas and Happy New 
Year. 12 cards and envelopes.
     #63896     $19.95

KIRSTEN SEVIG NOTECARDS
Nothing speaks from the heart more than a hand-written note. We are here 
to assist you with your special message! These are some of our most popular 
year-round notecard sets. Each 
package contains 2 each of 4 
designs, and 8 envelopes. So cute, 
you may want to send one to 
yourself. Cards are 4½" x 6". 
Blank inside.

#6340-3 GNOME NOTES
#63403 HAPPY GNOME NOTES
#6340-1 FLORA NOTECARDS
#63450 SPRING GNOME NOTES
#63451 GARDEN NOTECARDS

                      $13.95 PER PACKAGE

ETERNITY CALENDAR 
Never forget another birthday with this gorgeous perpetual calendar that can be 
used year after year for special dates. Each month includes a fine art print for that 
season, as well as a small botanical poem. Calendar squares are large enough 
for more than one entry and can also be used for gardening reminders such as 
when to prune, plant, collect seeds or harvest berries.      #64100     $29.95
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TOMTE RIBBON
This cute, cotton tomte ribbon adds a little fun to a 
gift or outfit. Two yards. Made in Sweden.
           #6807     $6.95

SWEDISH TRIM
Made in Sweden, this trim is waiting for your imagination. Curtains? Tote Bag? Costume?
Sold in one-yard increments, all 2½" wide. These are the last of their kind. Specify design as 
shown above (left to right) and number of yards.                       #85000        $4.00 PER YARD
-Red Diamond   -Red with Snowflake
-Yellow with White Flower     -White with Brown Swirl
-White with Navy   -Gold Design on White
-Gold with Snowflake  -Brown Sparrows

SØLJE JEWELRY
Our line of Norwegian Sølje jewelry is perfect for 
Scandinavian costumes or to wear for special 
occasions. Made of sterling silver, Sølje is Norway's 
traditional silver jewelry, and means "sunny" or 
"shiny." It was thought the gold discs acted as 
mirrors, reflecting evil away from the wearer. 
KJERSTI PIN  (1¾" long) #7033 $92.95
KJERSTI EARRINGS (1" long) #7030 $60.00
SOLJE ADJUSTABLE RING #70131 $90.95

Sewing & Crafts / Sömnad & Pyssel

NORDIC FOLK COSTUME PATTERNS
Have you always wanted a folk costume? Now you or your seamstress can make one. Each 
pattern includes multiple sizes and easy-to-follow instructions. More sizes online. Left to 
right (above):
LITTLE BOYS' NORDIC FOLK COSTUME SHIRT & PANTS, SIZE 4-7 #8407 $16.95
MEN'S NORDIC FOLK COSTUME VEST PATTERN, SIZE 38-48 #8404 $16.95
LITTLE GIRLS' NORDIC FOLK COSTUME PATTERN, SIZE 2-6 #8402  $17.95
LADIES' NORDIC FOLK COSTUME PATTERN, SIZE 8-16 #8400 $21.95

SWEDISH  BRAID
Many of our cotton braids from Sweden are 
reversible (both sides shown in photo). Sold and 
priced in 2-yard bundles. Shown left to right.   
BLACK/RED/WHITE (22 mm) #39913 $9.90 
AQUA/WHITE (22 mm) #39912 $9.90
BLUE/WHITE (10 mm) #39911 $5.90
BLUE/YELLOW (10 mm) #39910 $5.90
BLUE/RED (10 mm) #3998 $5.90
WHITE/BLACK  (10 mm) #3997 $5.90

A. EKA SWEDE 8 KNIFE
One of the few folding knives made in Scandinavia.The orange handle is made of Proflex so the 
color will help you find the knife, if dropped. Overall length: 7¼". Blade length: 3⅛". Comes 
with pouch to attach to a belt. #4607          $89.95
B. "CARVE" BOOK
Choose from a dozen projects and learn to whittle. Hardcover. 128 pages. #82772     $16.00
C. GRILL & FIRE LIGHTERS - FROM SWEDEN
Perfect for grillers, campers and outdoorsy folks, these matches stay lit for eight minutes! 
("Bras Tändare" translates to "firelighter.") #4610           $9.95
D. CURLY BIRCH FOLDING KNIFE
Made in Finland, this popular knife measures 7" when open and 4¼" when closed. Stainless 
steel blade, pocket clip, and lanyard hole, make it a perfect gift.   #4608       $103.95
E. "WHITTLING LITTLE FOLK" BOOK has projects for the beginner, as well as the seasoned 
carver. Paperback. 128 pages.  #8257        $16.95
F. HOOK CARVING KNIFE 
The hook knife is for spoon carving with a double-edged, carbon steel blade and birch wood 
handle. Internal radius of blade is ¾"-1". #4606         $59.95
G. TRADITIONAL CARVING KNIFE  Made in Sweden, this woodcarving knife has a thin, tapered 
blade of laminated steel, with sheath. Birchwood handle. Total length 6¾". Blade length 2¼".  
 #4605       $62.95

  A.
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G.
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Gift Wrap & Stickers / Presentpapper & Klistermärken

SWEDISH EVERYDAY GIFT WRAP
Beautiful flowers and Dala Horses with 
Swedish dancers. Unique, Swedish designs 
for gift-giving occasions throughout the 
year. Both styles: 6' long, 23" wide. (12' 
total). Designs may vary.   #6803     $10.95

SCANDINAVIAN CHRISTMAS WRAP
Each package contains two 6' long by 23" 
wide sheets of different designs (12’ total 
length). Imported from Sweden. Designs will 
vary based on availability.   #6801   $10.95

DALA HORSE TISSUE PAPER
Add a Swedish touch to your packages all year 
with our exclusive tissue paper. Twenty sheets 
per package. 20" by 30" satin-wrap tissue 
sheets.                       #6805   $7.95

CARL LARSSON DELUXE ADDRESS BOOK 
A perfect gift for the person who loves Carl Larsson art and prefers 
a paper address book! This deluxe book is hardcover with hidden 
wire binding. 124 pages, 40 full-color reproductions, and up to 
480 entries. Heavy paper. 7" x 8¼" x ¾".         #80062   $23.95

GOD JUL GIFT LABELS
One sheet of twelve stickers. 
2¾" x 1¼".      #63382   $3.95

TOMTE GOD JUL GIFT TAGS
One sheet of twelve labels.   
2¾" x 1¼".   #63381   $3.95

DALA HORSE DECAL SHEET
One sheet of twelve stickers. 
1½" x 1½".        #6834   $3.95

TOMTE STICKERS
Brighten any package or piece 
of mail with these cute tomte 
stickers. One sheet of twenty 
stickers. 1" x 1".    #68555   $3.95

DALA HORSE CARD (SINGLE)
The perfect card to use when you 
want to send a quick note -- this card 
is blank inside so you can add your 
sentiments. Approximately 
4" x 6". From Sweden.
   #6310     $3.95

TOMTE CARD
A single holiday card for someone 
special! A tomte pair peers from 
beneath their spotted and striped 
hats, waiting in the polka-dot 
snow to greet the recipient. Inside 
greeting: "God Jul & Gott Nytt 
År" (Merry Christmas & Happy 
New Year).  Approximately 4" x 
6". From Sweden.  #6311   $3.95

SNOWY TOMTE CHRISTMAS 
CARDS
Your friends and family will love 
getting this cute card. Box includes 
12 cards and 12 envelopes.The 
cards are 5 inches by 7 inches and 
printed with Swedish text: "God Jul 
och Gott Nytt År" (Merry Christmas 
and a Happy New Year).
               #63894     $19.95

Order Online: Hemslojd.com Order by Phone: 1-800-779-334433 2022-2023



Home & Garden / Hem & Trägård 

LIGHTED GALAXY STARS
Galaxy is a beautifully patterned paper star with tiny holes that allow light to shine 
through. 25-watt bulb or less recommended (not included). Indoor use only. 23½" 
x 23½" x 6". Folds for mailing and storage. 11½' electric cord. 
Specify: White, Blue, or Red.                  #25690   $47.95

CARL LARSSON TRAY "BREAKFAST UNDER THE BIRCH"
Who doesn't love a pretty Carl Larsson picture? Melamine tray, perfect 
size for sandwiches or cookies. 12¼" x 7¼".  Sturdy and dishwasher safe. 
Makes a great gift!                        #5774    $13.95

HINZA SWEDISH TOTES
This rugged plastic tote from Hinza is a Swedish-made design classic. 
After more than sixty years, original totes in excellent condition are still 
being used in Sweden. The tote has an extremely long life, making it an 
environmentally-friendly alternative to disposable shopping bags. The 
large tote holds 4 gallons and can carry up to 33 lbs. Height with handles 
16.5". The mini tote holds 2 gallons and can carry up to 22 lbs. Height 
with handles 15". Uses: groceries, gardening, gift bag, beach. 
Specify: Red, Yellow or Blue  
RED & BLUE   YELLOW (recycled material)
LARGE  #32516 $51.95 LARGE    #32516 $61.95
MINI    #32517 $43.95 MINI       #32517 $51.95

VÄLKOMMEN 
(BLACK)
#39713   

TOMTE WITH 
LANTERN
#39710       

SWEDEN     
#39711  

HOME SWEDE HOME
#39712   

GARDEN FLAGS      $20.95 EACH
All garden flags are approximately 12" x 18" and made of  tear-resistant polyester.  A pocket is sewn into the top for hanging.      

VÄLKOMMEN 
TILL VÄRT HEM         
#39721  

VÄLKOMMEN 
DALA HORSE   
#3978  

TOMTE WITH 
SLED
#39722   

The Linnea flower was a favorite of Carl Linnaeus, for whom the genus 
was named.
LINNEA CANDLEHOLDERS
8½" x 7¼" x  3¼" Handpainted in Sweden.                     #2252   $59.95
LINNEA SWEDISH DISHCLOTH
Marvelously absorbent dishcloth from Sweden.           #35202   $8.95   
LINNEA TEALIGHT CANDLEHOLDER   
Handpainted in Sweden. Candle included. 2½" x 1½".  #2221   $16.95
      
                                 MORE LINNEA ITEMS ONLINE
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BORN IN SWEDEN BIRDFEEDER
With this birdfeeder, you can watch birds eat at a very close range. 
Simply attach to any window with the strong suction cup and fill with your 
seeds of choice. Make sure all parts are cleaned, including the window, 
to achieve a strong suction. Since there's nothing for a squirrel to crawl 
up, it's virtually squirrel-proof. Made of UV resistant plastic and silicone. 
41⁄2" tall x 7" wide. Only half of feeder shown in photo. Bird not included.

#2759   $32.95

DALA DACHSHUND
A Swedish dog for the dog person in your life! Handmade in our 
Hemslöjd workshop. Personalize with up to 12 characters on each side. 
21" from nose to tail, 1⁄2" thick. Comes with a chain kit for hanging. 
Specify: Red, Blue or Purple.   #1022       $85.00

DALA CAT
For Swedish cat lovers! Handmade in our Hemslöjd workshop. 
Personalize with 12 characters on each side. 13" tall, 8" wide, 1⁄2" thick. 
Comes with a chain kit for hanging. Specify: Red, Blue, or Purple. 
                         #1023     $85.00

DOG AND CAT EKELUND TOWELS
Dog and cat fans will love these towels that 
are practical in the kitchen yet pretty enough 
for a small table or wall-hanging. Made in 
Sweden by Ekelund, the towels are 100% or-
ganic cotton. Machine wash cold and line dry.
A. "Katter"  14" x 20" #35378 $23.95
B. "Hundar" 14" x 20"   #35379 $23.95
C.  "Kattkompis" 16" x 24" #3660-3 $32.95
D. "Hundkompis" 16" x 24" #3660-2 $32.95

A.

B.

C.
D.

DALA HORSE DOG SWEATER
For all those Swedish dogs out there, here's a Hemslojd Original made 
just for your pooch. A Dala Horse Dog Sweater!  Now your dog can 
help show your Swedish pride. Hood can be up or down. Leash hole 
knitted in. Hand knit with 100% virgin acrylic. Machine or hand wash 
cold water. Tumble dry cool. Specify: Red or Blue and XS, S, M, or L.  
       #3065      $61.95
XS - fits Teacup, Yorkie, Chihuahua breeds (14" length)
S - fits Yorkie, Maltese, Pomeranian breeds (16" length)
M - fits Shih Tzu, Pekingese, Mini Schnauser breeds (20" length)
L - fits Pug, Poodle breeds (23" length)

Feathers & Fur / Fågel & Pälls 
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"WOOL FELT" ULLFILT BLANKET 
The inspiration for these beautiful wool blankets 
comes from the handprinted wallpaper of the 
Valhov's säteri farm in the province of Uppland 
in the 1700s. Designed by Kerstin Landström, 
Uppsala, Sweden. 50" x 72".   100% wool.
The yellow and gray blanket (above) is called 
"Brunkulla", which is a rare wild orchid in 
Sweden. Freely translated, "brunkulla" means 
brown hill (brun+kulle).  Also available in blue 
and gray called "Blåklint" which translates to 
cornflower. See photos of blue online. 
Specify: Yellow or Blue.        #34878   $395.00

DALA HORSE CRIB OR LAP BLANKET
DALACARLIA
Spread out in a crib or drape it over your lap to 
keep cozy. Looks beautiful draped over a chair or 
sofa. 100% wool. Designed by Kerstin Landström 
who got her inspiration from kurbits painting, Dala 
Horses and patterns on the beautiful costumes of 
Dalarna. 25" x 36". Hand wash in warm water. 
Line-dry. Made in Sweden. Specify: Red or Blue.
           #3481   $168.00

PLASTIC DALA HORSE & KURBITS RUG
These plastic rugs, so popular in Sweden, 
are reversible and approximately 
25¼" x 19½".  Machine wash. Drip dry. 
Specify: Red, Blue, or Black.
         #3348     $49.95

COLORFUL DALAS FLEECE BLANKET 
Fleece blanket with colorful Dala Horses. 
Fun and bright, this blanket will keep you 
warm and happy. 51" x 67". 
100% polyester.  Machine wash/dry.
       #3499   $37.95

Rugs & Blankets / Mattor & Filtar    

DALARNA WOOL BLANKET
This beautiful wool blanket is the Dalarna design inspired by traditional Dala Horses. Hemmed. 
35" x 51". No fringe. Wash in cold water, line dry. 100% organic wool. 
Specify:  Red or Blue.                  #35009      $100.00

DALARNA WOOL BLANKET WITH FRINGE
Also in the Dalarna design, this blanket is 51" x 86" plus a 3" fringe. 100% organic wool. 
Wash cold, line dry.  Specify: Red or Blue.                                        #34879      $180.00  
     

COTTON/VINYL RUGS
These rugs are a woven blend of cotton and vinyl, giving them softness 
and strength. In Sweden, they are said to last 20 years or more. Hand or 
machine wash and drip dry.
Red Medium Svea Rug 28" x 40" #33507 $116.95
Red Large Svea Rug 28" x 56" #33508 $149.95
Blue Small Alice Rug 28" x 20" #33505 $86.95
Blue Medium Alice Rug 28" x 40" #33501 $106.95
Blue Large Alice Rug 28" x 60" #33506 $159.95

Not shown (see online): 
Happy Graphite Small Rug 28" x 20" #33503 $54.95 
Happy Graphite Medium Rug 28" x 40"    #33500 $84.95 
Happy Graphite Large Rug 28" x 60"    #33504 $137.95

DON'T SEE WHAT YOU'RE LOOKING FOR? 
SEARCH OUR BLANKET SECTION ONLINE 

AT HEMSLOJD.COM.
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MORE ITEMS ONLINE AT 
WWW.HEMSLOJD.COM

BLOOMING RANUNCULUS RING 
This beautiful flower ring is 6.5" across in the middle for a large 
candle, or several small candles. Shown here with Danish Iron Side- 
Handle Candleholder #40252 (pg. 12) and an orange ball candle (sold 
separately). The outside of the ring is 14" across.  Can also hang as a 
wreath. A beautiful piece to be enjoyed for years.   #77710   $48.95

BUNNY-EARED TOMTE
Brighten up your Easter decor with a 
cute tomte with bunny ears.
9½" x 5½" x 15". 
          #24818    $47.95

APRIL SHOWER TOMTE
Make a rainy day cheery with this 
tomte.  5½" x 4" x 11".               
              #24821   $32.95

GRAY TOMTE WITH  
POLAR BEAR BOOTIES 
(EXPANDABLE)
This cuddly fella
expands from 25½" all
the way up to 36" tall!                                                              
         #24809     $41.95

HANSEL & GRETEL 
TOMTES (SET OF 2)
This floppy-legged pair 
will look adorable sitting 
on your shelf or mantel 
with their floppy legs 
hanging down. 12" tall 
when sitting. 

      #24811   $26.95

MIDSUMMER TOWEL BY EKELUND
Midsummer in Sweden, celebrated the weekend closest to June 21, is a 
huge holiday, second only to Christmas. Central to every celebration is 
a tall majstång or Swedish maypole. The scene on this towel includes 
the maypole, children in traditional Swedish folk dress, a lakeshore 
cottage, and flowers.  About 14" x 20" and made in Sweden of 100% 
organic cotton.                              #35695   $23.95
"MIDSOMMAR" BOOK
Dessert, bread, and main dishes for summer 
are featured. Hardcover  9¼" x 7½".  176 pages.     #80060   $21.99
MIDSUMMER POLE WITH GREENERY  
Made of wood, ribbon, and plastic leaves. 8" x 15". #24592   $28.95

BLUE/YELLOW CANDLE RING 
Made for 1" taper candles, with outer 
diameter reaching about 4½".                 
                      #77890    $5.95

SITTING TOMTE COUSINS SET
This duo has weighted bottoms and will sit nicely on a shelf, mantel, 
or couch!  131⁄2" tall to tip of bendable hat. (Set of two.)  
                  #24813     $26.95

GREEN COUSIN TOMTE SET
Invite these cute tomtes into your home to enjoy year-round. Not 
just for Christmas! 61⁄2" tall to tip of hat. (Set of three.)     
                                #24814     $22.95

Year-Round Items / Året Runt Artiklar

Order Online: Hemslojd.com Order by Phone: 1-800-779-334437 2022-2023



Stocking Stuffers / Stumpstoppare

DALA HORSE PENCIL OR 
MAKEUP BAG
Carry around your makeup, 
pencils, or knickknacks with your 
favorite iconic Swedish symbol. 
Plastic with zipper. About 8" x 4".                                                    

#2509    $9.95

SWEDEN PENCILS
Set of four colorful Swedish 
pencils. Swedish flag, Dala Horse, 
a Dala Horse & flag, and Swedish 
Dancers. 7½" each.
           #63404    $4.95

SWEDISH SOCKS GIFT SET
(3 PAIRS)
All around fun with these 
mismatched sock pairs featuring 
Midsummer, meatballs, Vikings, 
and Fika. 72% cotton, 22% 
polyadmide, 3% elastane. Fits 
women's shoe size 5-8 but 
possibly larger-very stretchy!
           #30736   $32.95

DALA HORSE COIN PURSE
Folk art and red and blue Dala 
Horses adorn this zip-top coin purse. 
Perfect for storing money, cards, or 
small items, this lined pouch comes 
with a key ring and flat base, which 
allows it to stand when full. It is 
approximately 3¼" x 4½".
                  #32510   $7.95

KEYCHAINS
Keep your key on this Swedish Flag 
or Dala Horse key chain. The flag is 
soft silicone and measures 1½" x 1". 
The Dala Horse measures 1¾" tall. 
Both are 3½" including chain.
       #75102   horse   $10.95
       #75101  flag     $6.95

Free Shipping On Orders Over $200 

DALA HORSE ERASER
This rubber eraser is tough and will 
last a long time. It doesn't smudge 
or leave streaks. 1¾" x 1¾" x ¼".
  #63405    $4.95

SWEDISH-THEMED MAGNETS 
Set of five mini Swedish magnets 
that will bring a little Swedish 
heritage to any fridge or metal 
surface. The mini magnets come in 
a plastic case measuring 
2¾" x 2" x ¼".    #63407   $14.95

FELT PURSE—DALA HORSE
There's a lot to love about our 
zippered and lined felt Dala 
Horse purse. Perfect for make-up, 
money, or any special treasure. 
Handmade in Nepal and a Fair 
Trade Product by Gamcha. The 
felt is made of 100% wool from 
New Zealand. 5" x 4½".
         #32508   $24.95

POCKET TISSUE—NORDIC TOMTE
Perfect for a purse or stocking. Pack 
of ten 4-ply tissues with darling 
tomtes peeking out.  #6601    $2.95

FELT DALA HORSE AND 
FINGER PUPPET
What Swede would not love this felt 
Dala Horse ornament on a tree? 
Hang it year-round on a knob in the 
kitchen or bathroom.  Felt is made 
of 100% wool from New Zealand.  
Ornament is 4" x 3½" with a 2½" 
loop for hanging. Dala Horse finger 
puppet (photo online) is 4" x 4". 
ORNAMENT               #28841     $15.95
FINGER PUPPET    #34290       $15.95NOEL GNOME WITH JINGLE BELL

Decorate your door with this tomte 
jingle bell. Has a hanging loop for a 
knob, nail, hook, or tree. About 
1½" x 6".               #24812   $5.95

MAKE YOUR OWN TOMTE
Everything you need to make 
three tomtes with sweaters! 
Finished tomtes are 3", 2", and 
1¼". Perfect project for when the 
kids are home.                                  
           #22792    $24.95

MEN'S SCANDINAVIAN 
EXPLORER BOXERS
A favorite! Soft and comfy, these 
cotton and Lycra boxers are a 
wonderful gift for any male in 
your family. Covered with moose 
images. Specify: S, M, L, XL, or 
XXL.       #30800    $21.95

NOTEPADS AND PEN
200 sheets. 1" thick, 3¼" x 4½".
SWEDEN DANCING COUPLE
            #63443   $6.95
DALA HORSE DESIGN
              #6344   $6.95
HEMSLÖJD BALLOGRAF PEN
               #0001   $9.95

RED DALA HORSE UMBRELLA
Show off your love for Dala horses 
and keep dry! 10" closed. 38" 
diameter. Plastic handle.                                    

#34163    $15.95

VIKING WORLD TOUR T-SHIRT
This high quality T-shirt is 100% pre-
shrunk cotton. Design on back of shirt. 
Specify size: S, M, L, XL, 2XL (add $2).
SHORT SLEEVE #3171 $23.95
LONG SLEEVE #3171-1 $26.95

OVAL VIKING DECAL
Reflective and fun, these decals are 
3½" x 4¾".    #6835   $3.95

g
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DALA HORSE & KURBITS T-SHIRT
A cute T-shirt with a Dala Horse surrounded by 
kurbits in the shape of a heart. 100% cotton. From 
Sweden. Specify: 3 years, 5 years or 7 years. 
               #30191   BLUE   $24.95
          #30190   PINK   $24.95

wa i t i ng  on 
Tom

DALA HORSE SOCKS
Show your wild and crazy 
Scandinavian side with these 
fun Dala Horse socks! One 
Size fits most. 83% cotton, 
16% nylon, 1% spandex. 
Made in Colombia. 
Specify: Black, Red, or Navy                                               
     #3083   $17.95

WELCOME HOME STAR
A star in your window welcomes friends 
and family year-round. Four layers of 
wood stars with 6 LED lights. Powered 
by two AA batteries (not included). 
11½" across. 42" cord with battery pack 
at end.                    #2563   $52.95

ADA 7X CANDELABRA
This candelabra has seven bulbs 
and replacements (#2598) are 
available. 12" x 14" x 1½". Cord 
is 65" long with on/off switch. 
Wired for European market. 
Power plug adapter for U.S. 
included. Specify: Red, White, or 
Natural. More styles on page 24.
                             #2502   $48.95

PARHÄSTAR (PAIR OF HORSES) BLANKET AND PILLOW
100% brushed, organic cotton from Ekelund. Luxuriously soft, these 
will be heirloom pieces to be handed down. Machine washable.  
Blanket is 55" x 68". Pillow is 16" x 16".   BLANKET  #35012   $221.00       
                       PILLOW     #34191      $69.95

201 N. Main St. • Lindsborg, Kansas 67456  
PLACE YOUR ORDER:
BY PHONE DURING BUSINESS HOURS: 1-800-779-3344 
ONLINE ANYTIME: www.hemslojd.com
SHOP FROM THIS CATALOG THROUGH SEPTEMBER 2023. 
PRICES AND AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE.
Note: We will make every effort to keep prices steady, but due to the ever-
increasing costs and uncertainties, prices may flucuate more than usual.

SWEDISH CHRISTMAS ANGEL 
CHIMES
A Scandinavian tradition, fascinating 
children of all ages. Warmth from  
candles sets the angels in motion so 
a gentle chiming fills your home with 
holiday cheer. Swedish design, now 
made in Turkey for the Swedish and 
worldwide markets. 12" Brass. Four 
white candles included. #4201   $23.95

#7840R 20 EXTRA RED CANDLES
#7840    20 EXTRA WHITE CANDLES
                    $14.95

To learn about Lindsborg’s festivals and events, 
museums, galleries, lodging, and dining, go to:

www.visitlindsborg.com

WE INVITE YOU TO VISIT US IN LINDSBORG, KANSAS!
Our Scandinavian Gift Shop is open daily, including most holidays. 

Mon.-Sat. 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. • Sunday 12:00 noon to 4:00 p.m. 
Open late during summer months.

ETCHED ALE GLASS SET 
Etched with the Viking 
Protection Shield design here 
in our shop, these 16-oz. ale 
glasses come in a boxed set 
of four.  #1504   $29.95
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